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THE BEST OF MARYLAND:

TERP TRADITIONS, PEOPLE, PLACES & THE PLAIN STRANGE

From rubbing Testudo's nose for a little luck to a top-ranked physics

program to funky student hairdos, Maryland is a university long on tra-

dition and rich in character. We've assembled a collection of the best

and most bizarre from the past and present that speaks volumes about

what makes our university our own.

DEPARTMENTS

2 FIRST WORD From the editor

3 PERSPECTIVE From the president

6 NEW & OBSERVED A devilishly optimistic

economist, an illusory sentry, a viewer's guide to

navigating political rhetoric and more

42 EXPLORATIONS An elusive flight, chaotic

communications, an invisible history and more

46 PORTFOLIO A Tricentennial tribute and a

successful theatrical debut

47 ASPIRATIONS Scholarship times two, and a

preview of coming attractions

48 INBOUNDS On the money: women's basket-

ball and a Terrapin with attitude

50 NEWSWORTHY Caucusing with College

Park in mind

52 ALUMNI TRAVEL A visit to the British

Isles—by the book

53 CLASS NOTES News from your classmates

and more

62 CALENDAR Summer's here, so it must be

Rossborough Festival time!

64 IMPRESSIONS A look at the College Park

campus from a different point of view.



r\Q OIL CHANGE

M.F.A. '96

This award-winning short story explores the

uneasy balance between a daughter's Ameri-

can sensibilities and her father's Far East cul-

tural quirks.RANDOM THOUGHTS

hy C/i/p Denman

Before you try your luck

at picking winners, con-

sider statistician Chip

Denman's string of find-

ings on the subject of

chance.

34
THE LATE SHOW WITH DAVE AKIN

AND THE SPACE SYSTEMS LAB

bi/ joe Siigarman

What does David Akin, director of

the university's Space Systems Labo-

ratory, have in common with talk

show host David Letterman? A great

supporting cast, a touch of wackiness

and some mighty late nights.
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I
t seemed like a great idea six months ago. We'll do a "Best of..." issue, like the big dogs do. I

have new admiration for the big dogs now, especially those who take on this challenge

yearly. Not that the University of Maryland doesn't have its "bests"—on the contrary, it has

"bests" too numerous to mention, and there's the rub. How to do justice to outstanding fac-

ulty, students, staff and alumni; how to recognize exceptional efforts in everything from landscap-

ing to library collections; how to distill the personality of this grand place into too few highly per-

sonal selections.

Well, we did our "best" to provide alumni and friends with an entertaining and heartfelt array

of little known and highly visible facts and features that, for us, characterize the dynamic nature of

our university and reveal some of its endearing eccentricities. Some of you will be receiving this

magazine for the first time, and we hope that one or another of the tidbits offered here stirs a

memory or makes a new impression, enough to leave you wanting more. (Give us a call, drop us a

line, or get on the 1-way to begin a dialogue.)

The bests are not all found in the cover story, either. We are happy to publish a short story by

Patti Kim, "Oil Change," which was recognized as the best student fiction last year. And the

amazing work of undergraduate and graduate students at the Space Systems Laboratory as they

prepare a robot for space is without a doubt

one of the best examples of how teaching

and research combine to provide exception-

al educational opportunities at a major

research university. Also, if you think your

birthdate is the best way to play the lottery,

check out statistician Chip Denman's piece

called "Random Thoughts."

And may we mention that College Park

magazine has been recognized among the

seven best university magazines in the

nation by the Council for Advancement and

Support of Education? Only in this issue

could we justify such blatant self-promo-

tion. We hope you share our pride and our

commitment to continue representing the

University of Maryland with our best

efforts.

—Judith Bair, Editor
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Dear Alumni and Friends;

One of the significant milestones of this

past year at the University of Maryland

was the completion of a strategic plan-

ning process that began in September of

1994. There will be no headlines, no

hoopla, but, unquestionably, the campus

can take enormous satisfaction in achiev-

ing a course that will focus energy and

resources in the areas most crucial to

education and research in the coming

century. The plan reflects the efforts of

—literally—thousands of faculty and staff

working to advance their university.

"Charting a Path to Excellence: The

Strategic Plan of the University of Mary-

land at College Park" builds on the uni-

versity's considerable progress over the

last five years. It provides incentives that

will bring even greater distinction to our

most successful programs, and encour-

ages further innovation in undergraduate

and graduate programs, outreach and

entrepreneurship.

As president of this great university, I

am proud of the people whose efforts

created this particular plan. I am espe-

cially proud of the process that allowed

and encouraged participation on every

level, and of the active interest and thor-

ough discussion that characterized the

refinement of the plan through its final

drafts. It is a blueprint for action that I

am excited to implement.

The plan presents five initiatives that

will define the activities and goals of the

University of Maryland in the next

decades.

The first initiative is an extension of

recent concerted efforts to improve

undergraduate education at the univer-

sity: offering high-quality education to

outstanding undergraduates.

We have seen the very positive effects

of programs designed to attract the high-

est tier of high school graduates. Our

entering freshman classes continue to

break university records for SAT scores,

merit scholarships, and other academic

awards. They are attracted to University

Honors and College Park Scholars for the

quality of those academic experiences,

and because they speak directly to the

students' need for academic challenge.

The action plan for this initiative

includes increased funding for these two

highly successful programs, as well as

financial incentives for new programs

that break the mold of traditional instruc-

tion. The Gemstone program is an excel-

lent example of a ground-breaking inter-

disciplinary program that will bring a

Other priorities include increased

merit anci need-based scholarship

monies; increased opportunities for

undergraduate research; and stepped-up

recruitment of academically talented stu-

dents, with special emphasis on minority

students.

II.

The second initiative is to "build corner-

stone programs of excellence in graduate

education and research," concentrating

on those programs that can measure up

to the highest standards of quality.

We now possess a number of strong

graduate programs in science and tech-

team of students from engineering, busi-

ness, the social sciences and the humani-

ties together to address a problem of wide

social concern. Over the course of four

years, the team will research all aspects of

an issue, such as privacy on the Internet,

or the viability of alternative-fuel vehi-

cles, culminating in a presentation and

thesis before experts in the field.

nology, public policy and the profession-

al schools. One of our objectives must be

to raise some of the Ph.D. programs with-

in Arts and Humanities and Life Sciences

into the "distinguished" category.

This initiativ'e will require a thorough

assessment of existing graduate pro-

grams and a realistic reallocation of

continued on page 4
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resources to ensure that the most promis-

ing ones receive the support required to

succeed at the highest levels. Aggressive

recruitment/ retention strategies for fac-

ulty as well as students will be necessary.

Also crucial to this effort will be the

funding of salaries, fellowships and

teaching assistantships that are competi-

tive with peer institutions.

Developing innovative research part-

nerships with federal laboratories and

agencies will be an important element in

this initiative.

Another measure of our academic

stature is the strength and depth of our

library holdings. During the next several

months, strategies will be cieveloped to

address the funding needs of the libraries

for staff, equipment and accjuisitions.

III.

Third, as a state land grant university

and flagship of the University of Mary-

land System, we will increase the univer-

sity's contribution to society. There are

many ways the university affects the life

of the state and nation beyond the cam-

pus. Among our most important out-

reach efforts are continuing education,

research that supports economic devel-

opment, and technical support for state

and federal agencies. An immediate goal

will be to establish an office for private

sector relations to coordinate the univer-

sity's economic development activities.

Many units are already engaged in

expanding their continuing and profes-

sional education programs, in both

degree and nondegree formats. The

expertise of our faculty in technology,

public policy and business makes the

university an ideal venue for initiatives

of this kind.

The Maryland Center for Performing

Arts, a project already under way, will

serve as the region's primary resource for

performance and artistic expression of

diverse cultures.

It is also the university's intention to

become a national leader in research and

outreach relating to urban education.

IV.

The fourth initiative is aimed at diversi-

fying the university's base of support by

encouraging entrepreneurship in various

forms, among them joint ventures with

industry; an increase in licensing and

patenting activities for university techno-

logical innovations; instructional televi-

sion; and technical assistance centers.

The administration will support and

encourage individual faculty, with seed

money and budgetary incentives, in

entrepreneurial activities appropriate to

the university's mission. In addition, we
will invest substantially in building a

more comprehensive fund-raising capa-

bility, and launch a major fund-raising

campaign to endow faculty chairs, stu-

dent scholarships and fellowships,

libraries, educational programs and tech-

nology infrastructure.

V.

Finally, the university is committed to

the rational allocation of resources to

those units and individuals whose activi-

ties most directly advance the strategic

initiatives outlined above.

This budgetary responsibility will

extend from the president's and provost's

offices to the individual unit, using the

criteria of strategic centrality, competitive

quality and cost effectiveness.

Special attention will be given to

information technology needs, the

libraries, and extension of the continuous

quality improvement efforts across the

campus.

The progress and success of this plan

will be measured annually for the next

five years, using indicators such as SAT

scores of admitted students, the number

of merit scholars, higher retention and

graduation rates, percentages of minori-

ties and women in the ranks of students,

staff and faculty, awards and recogni-

tion of faculty, and increases in non-

state revenues. Factors such as service

delivery to local, state and federal agen-

cies, national rankings of graduate pro-

grams, the growth of continuing educa-

tion enrollments and programs, and the

level of satisfaction as indicated in sur-

veys of user communities will also be

gauged.

The strategic plan contains many
ambitious and sometimes uncomfortable

concepts. Key to the success of the pro-

cess is a willingness to make realistic

decisions about resources, both human
and financial. As the plan concludes:

"The university has arrived at a cross-
^

roads in its development. Through the

dedicated efforts of many people over

an extended period of time, it has raised

the level of its academic quality to the

point where it is now within striking

distance of the top tier of America's

public research universities. The stagna-

tion of our traditional sources of rev-

enue now threatens not only to halt this

process but to undo many of the gains

we have made... If our plan is to suc-

ceed... it will require that we all place a

higher priority on pursuing our collec-

tive excellence than has been the case in i

the past."

—William E. Kirwan, President

A complete version of the strategic plan i

is available on request from the Office of

University Relations, 2101 Turner Build-

ing, University of Maryland, College Park,

MD 20742, phone 301/405-4621.
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Simon Says; Bet on a

Rosy Future

Statistically speaking, Julian

Simon is a betting man.

"It will be recorded on my
tombstone, 'He Gambled.'

That will be my epitaph." So

claims the economist who has

been creating a media stir

with his latest wager

—

$100,000. He and his col-

leagues have bet that human
material welfare will improve

in the next decade, by any sta-

tistical measure, barring glob-

al war or political upheaval.

So far, no one has offered to

take him up on this new bet.

For the past several

decades, this Maryland Busi-

ness School professor has

been proffering his views,

which he describes as "anti-

common-sensical." Says

Simon, "Economists find all

kinds of conclusions which

run totally against common
sense. Every agricultural

economist knows that food is

getting more abundant, rather

than more scarce. Every agri-

cultural economist also

knows that prices are going

down. Almost every natural

resource economist knows

resources are getting more

available. Every demographer

knows we are living longer."

In his latest book. The State

of Htinmuiti/ (Blackwell Pub-

lishing, 1996), Simon and

more than 50 other expert

economists and scientists pre-

sent data-filled essays that

share Simon's paradigm. The

topics cover the essential

aspects of human material

welfare: human life, death and

health; standard of living, pro-

ductivity and poverty; natural

resources; agriculture, food,

land and water; and pollution

and the environment.

But Simon wasn't always

so sanguine. When the 1953

Harvard graduate finished his

M.B.A. and later his doctorate

in business economics at the

University of Chicago, he too

Julian Simon relishes his role

as devil's advocate for current

gloom-and-doom economic

theories.

was a skeptic. He
shared the views of the

pundits who claimed

that population

growth would destroy

our society. Then, in

1967, Simon came

across two studies, one

by Nobel prize-win-

ning economist Simon

Kuznets and the other

by Richard Esterlin,

which changed his think-

ing. Both "showed the oppo-

site of the standard Malthu-

sian theory," says Simon.

Since then, Simon has

become somewhat of a zealot

in finding forums for his

world views. "One of the

very important things for

those who support university

research to recognize is that

science is only valuable when

it brings us to conclusions

that we wouldn't have been

brought to otherwise," offers

Simon, adding, "You don't

need to pay a faculty to

arrive at the same darn con-

clusions that you would have

anyway."

Simon's wide-ranging eco-

nomic theories have real-life,

pracfical applications. That

now commonplace overbook-

ing system used by the air-

lines—the one in which vol-

unteer "bumpees" reap free

passes for future travel—was

Simon's idea. But the market-

based system he developed in

1966 had a somewhat bumpy
ride within the industry and

in government, he recalls, tak-

ing another 12 years to get off

the ground.

Inventing new ways of

looking at data is a passion

with Simon. He teaches an

introductory statistics

course—often considered to be

the worst course on any cam-

pus—and has transformed it

into one his students relish. He
uses another Simon invention,

a real-world method known as

"resampling." Resampling

relies on computer capabilities

and empirical experimenta-

tion rather than abstract

proofs or other such tools of

mathematicians.

Simon's statistical method

took more than two decades

to gain acceptance. But five

years ago, a Science News arti-

cle about the method noted,

"Simon's resampling

approach. ..is now starting to

catch the attention of the

statistics and education com-

munities." The executive

director of the American Sta-

tistical Association called it

"the wave of the future."

As for the future, perhaps

Simon does have a sixth

sense. He writes in the intro-

duction to The State of Human-

ity, "None of the catastrophes

in food supply and famine

that were forecast by the

doomsayers has occurred;

rather, the world's people are

eating better than ever." So

when he claims that all

humanity will achieve today's

Western standard of living by

the year 2200, if not sooner,

who can argue?

Simon's betting no one

can. —DB
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NIH Top Docs Teach at

Maryland

In a partnership that will help

the University of Maryland

develop one of the nation's

best molecular and cell biolo-

gy programs, five investiga-

tors from the National Insti-

tutes of Health (NIH) have

joined the university as

research professors. The five

are internationally known

experts on the molecular and

biochemical processes that

regulate normal development

of cells, including those aber-

rations that cause a variety of

cancers. They are:

• Nobel-Prize winning

Marshall Nirenberg, chief of

the Laboratory of Biochemical

Genetics at the National Heart,

Lung and Blood Institute.

• Michael Potter, chief of

the Laboratory of Genetics at

the National Cancer Institute.

• Frederic Mushinski,

deputy chief of Molecular

Genetics at the National Can-

cer Institute.

• Bruce Howard, chief of

the Laboratory of Molecular

Growth Regulation at the

National Institute of Child

Health and Human Develop-

ment.

• Keiko Ozato, deputy

chief of the Laboratory of

Molecular Growth Regulation

of the National Institute of

Child Healfh and Human
Development.

Says Albert Aides, micro-

biology chair and director of

the Molecular and Cell Biolo-

gy Program, "They will help

us transform an already

strong graduate program into

a distinguished one." —DB

It's Just an "Illusion"—or Is It?

Decoy "flatties" have helped duck hunters lure their prey for years. Now, two inventive

members of the university's police department have something bigger than a mallard

in their sights.

Anyone who has cruised down the highway with a lead foot on the accelerator knows

there's nothing like the sight of a police car to make one hit those brakes. That's exactly what

Bryan Goodson and Robert Mueck, '85, had in mind when they developed the "Illusion," an

eight-inch thick decoy car that is made of actual auto parts and stands in for the real thing.

Their invention is patent pending.

The Maryland State Police are road-testing the Illusion, to determine its effectiveness in

slowing down aggressive drivers. Ultimately, Goodson and Mueck plan to market a lighter

version, probably molded of fiberglass or plastic, to enhance portability. The pair believes

the Illusion also has appeal

as a decoy at construction

sites at night or as surro-

gate guards at U.S. bor-

ders.

One concern the inven-

tors are still addressing is

how to aid a person in

need of assistance, who
approaches the decoy

thinking it is real. They are

looking into equipping the

Illusion with an emergency

call box—as well as a burglar alarm to ward off souvenir-seekers. Other possible innova-

tions include a device to flash lights at night or a pulse generator to set off radar detectors.

So call it a dummy if you will, but remember, a speeding ticket is not an illusion at all.

campus

sighti

Olympian Cheers. Following a

nationwide search by the U.S.

Olympic Committee, the Terrapin

cheerleaders were picked to per-

form a routine with other elite

squads in the opening ceremonies

of the 1996 Summer Olympics in

Atlanta.

...And perfect 4.0's. Surpassing

the 400-mark for the first time, 471

undergraduates were recognized

this spring for achieving straight

A's (a 4.0 grade point average) dur-

ing the fall semester.

Trials and Tributes. The universi-

ty's Mock Trial Team earned its

third national title in only its sixth

season before the bench, defeating

St. Louis University in the champi-

onship round held at the Iowa

Supreme Court.

A Fine Food Fight. Thanks to

efforts by the Maryland Congres-

sional delegation, led by Rep. Steny

H. Hoyer and senators Barbara

Mikulski and Paul Sarbanes, the

university and the Food and Drug

Administration will form the Joint

Institute for Food Safety and

Applied Nutrition. The new insti-

tute—to be housed in an $84 mil-

lion FDA facility planned for Col-

lege Park—will share scientists,

equipment and facilities to more

effectively advance food safety

research and public policy to pro-

tect the nation's food supply.

Major Minority Successes.

A new report by the National

Research Council ranks the Univer-

sity of Maryland at College Park

fifth in the nation in the number of

African American students earning

Ph.D. degrees from 1990 to 1994

and third among Level I research

institutions.
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Politics on View

When you grow up in New
Hampshire, it's hard to

ignore politics, John

Splaine claims. "As

soon as you're old

enough to walk, they

have you participate in

campaigns." And he

did—in all of those

first-on-the-calendar

primary elections from

1960 through 1972.

The associate professor of

educational policy, who was

formerly a high school history

teacher, has combined his

experience in politics and his-

tory with a keen interest in the

media's role in the political

process. He is collaborating

with C-SPAN television in

examining television's role in

election politics.

Splaine's latest book for C-

SPAN, The Road to the White

House Since Television, offers a

historical look at elections

from 1948 through 1992, and

the impact of this pervasive

medium on the messages

delivered by presidential con-

tenders.

Splaine already knows how
his coverage of the 1996 cam-

paign will begin if he writes an

updated edition. He will com-

pare the images of President

Clinton's 1996 State of the

Union address and Republican

challenger Bob Dole's

response.

"Dole is in an ill-lighted

room in what we call a medi-

um shot. Here was red-white-

and-blue Clinton creating

reaction shots with the audi-

ence by turning this way and

way; my
wife, this fire-

fighter, and so on.

It was interesting tele-

vision compared to

Dole, who was per-

ceived as 12 minutes of

stiff." That 12 minutes, Splaine

believes, reflected the full

power of the medium.

Splaine also observes that

prior to that evening there had

been few discussions about

Dole's age or that he didn't

come across well on television.

This gave other Republican

nomination hopefuls—Lamar

Alexander, Pat Buchanan and

Steve Forbes—the opening

they needed.

"In the book, I talk about

the 'media bump' that a candi-

date can get from New Hamp-

shire and Iowa—that was the

bump that Buchanan received

[in the '96 New Hampshire

primary]. But then he became

a media target, too. So some-

times the media bump is posi-

tive and sometimes the media

bump puts you in the spotlight

and they all come after you."

A large part of

Splaine's role at C-SPAN
is helping young people

with critical

viewing

exercises.

"The aver-

age young

/ person

watches

three to five

hours of televi-

sion a day.

They read for 20

minutes," says

Splaine. "It's edu-

cational malpractice

of the worst sort not

to teach them how
to handle the medi-

um they spend

most of their time

with. If they do

become critical viewers they

watch less, because they real-

ize that most of it is pretty

empty."

In leading workshops for

high school students in his

home state and elsewhere

around the country, Splaine

Corrections

observes: "The students have

an extraordinary awareness of

how the media works. . .They

get it much quicker than

adults do."

It was just such a critical

viewing workshop that first

got Splaine involved with C-

SPAN. Brian Lamb, C-SPAN's

CEO, asked him to do a simi-

lar workshop for the C-SPAN
staff. Because people have

grown up with the medium,

the subtle techniques which

keep viewers watching also

introduce biases, Splaine says.

"My basic job with C-SPAN is

helping them stay on their

mission of being fair, unedit-

ed, no commentary. Not easy

to do."

In recent years, Splaine has

crossed the country, traveling

on C-SPAN's yellow school

bus, which follows the pri-

maries and stops at schools

along the way. "It's pretty syn-

ergistic what I do at C-SPAN

and what I do here because it's

basically helping young peo-

ple think critically."—DB

In the Winter '96 issue of College Park, an item in "Sight-

ings" mistakenly placed the Presidential primaries in fall,

rather than spring. Our apologizes to all readers and

thanks to alumnus Fred Spigler, '54, M.A. '55, Ed.D. '81,

for pointing out our error. We hope to make up for this

blunder when we turn the spotlight on politics for the

next issue of the magazine, due out in October 1996.

Also in the winter issue, a story in "Aspirations" about

the Alperstein brothers mentioned University of Mary-

land's legendary coach and athletic director James H.

Kehoe, whose name, unfortunately, was misspelled in

that article. We regret the errors.
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the of
Every city does

its list of

"bests." The

University of

Maryland at

College Park

rivals plenty of

cities in size,

diversity, ser-

vices, history

and personality.

We take a look

at some of the

hairy old chest-

nuts and some

newer—and

bizarre—facets

of this 140-year-

old institution to

discover what

makes it so

inimitably your

alma mater.

nriciryicBncI
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^oocfloucA Charm

For campus lore, nothing comes close to the tradi-

tion of rubbing Testudo's nose for a little luck

before exams. A gift of the Class of 1933, the bronze

turtle has led a charmed life. But things weren't

always so rosy for the little guy. With an original

weight of only 300 pounds, Testudo was stolen reg-

ularly by students from rival schools. In 1951, after

a brief hiatus in a dusty storage closet, Testudo was

theft-proofed with 700 pounds of concrete stuffing

and anchored with iron rods to a pedestal outside

Byrd Stadium. In 1965, he was moved to his cur-

Terp Fan
It would be far easier to count

the Terps' football and bas-

ketball games, home or away,

that John "J^ck" Heise, '47,

has missed than to add up all

those he has attended. Since

returning to the College Park

area in 1950 to set up his law

practice, Heise figures he has

seen more of his beloved

Terps' basketball games than

any single coach.

Fan Tradition

What would Maryland foot-

ball games be without the

post-Terrapin touchdown

cannon fire of Dennis Cook,

'67, or the pre-game Mary-

land flag waving of Craig

Damron, '70?

rent location at the entrance to McKeldin Library.

And, in 1992, he was cloned so that his lucky pres-

ence could again assist Terrapin football players at

Byrd. A third turtle, created in 1994, already has

had his nose rubbed shiny by hopeful fans entering

Fan Tradition II

Nothing like a little blatant

rudeness to intimidate the

opposition. Student fans at

men's basketball games get

themselves—and the

team—riled up by

pretending to read

newspapers as opposing

teams' players are introduced

at Cole. At the end of PA
announcer Nick Kovalakides'

well-meant introductions,

balled-up newspapers rain on

the first few rows like little

black and white pom-poms.

At least students hold on to

their portable TVs.

June Ritual

Although the

rumors of a two-

year wait-list is

an exaggeration

(reservations

cannot be made

more than a

year in

advance).

Memo-
rial

Chapel

is still the

favorite place for Terps to tie

the knot. Of the 220-plus

chapel weddings each year,

84 percent involve at least one

university connection, and

alumni couples account for

more than half of the cere-

monies each year.

WEDDING PHOTO BY STAN RUDDIE



Class Struggle
What ever happened to the

biting rivalry between

beanie-wearing freshmen

and their arch-nemesis, the

sophomore class? Harken

back to the days in the early

part of this century when

competition involved first-

and second-year students

playing King of the Mountain

on a 120-foot iron water tower

located on campus. Members

of each class attempted to

scale the tower and plant their

class flag at its peak. This tra-

dition continued until 1913

when wily sophomore Robert

McCutcheon knocked down
the freshman flag with a well-

placed rifle volley to its staff.

Painting class years on the

^ tower became the pre-

ferred method of brag-

gadocio from that point

until 1937 when the

unused water

tower was

sold for

$800

by the university to supply

the war effort in Europe.

Nasty tug-o'-wars in the mud
still endured however, with

governors and senators com-

ing out yearly to witness the

messy battle for class

supremacy.

Theme Song Tradition

Memorial Chapel's bells have

been tolling "Maryland, My
Maryland" (known to many

as the familiar German Christ-

mas carol,"Oh, Tannebaum,")

hourly for more than 40 years,

to the delight—or puzzle-

ment—of newcomers. Thanks

to the Class of '92, the tower's

new electronic system should

extend the tradition for at

least 15 more years without a

tune-up. Careful listeners,

take note. Each Friday

afternoon about 4:05, a

bit of Bach, Beethoven,

Chopin or Rachmani-

noff adds a classical

coda to the Mary-

land state song.

land athletics.

James H. Kehoe, '40, coached at Maryland, his

teams won 48 conference championships and compiled

an outstanding 219 wins against only 30 losses—an
astounding 89 percent win record.

First as a track team competitor and later as coach

and athletic director, Kehoe set records that are the

stuff of legends. His 1940 time in the 880-yard run

remained unbroken for 23 years and placed him among

the top three collegiate competitors in the country.

Under Coach Kehoe, the Terps won 30 ACC indoor

and outdoor titles, eight cross country championships,

eight Southern Conference championships and four

IC4A championships, regarded as the symbol of East-

ern track supremacy. According to Herb Hartnett,

sports information director, "The legacy that he left

has never been equalled by any coach in any sport in

the history of the league."

As a fitting tribute, last September, the new $2.5

million James H. Kehoe Track & Field Facility was dedi-

kcated to honor his outstanding contributions to Mary-

#

Triple Threat
How's this for a track record? During the 25 years
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One-of-a-Kind
Troupers

A teacher at Gallaudet University, an orthopaedic

surgeon and an engineer are just three of the

more than 700 alumni who have been part of

Gymicana, which celebrated its 50th year this

spring. Along with the current 52 club members,

they represent every college and school on cam-

pus. The Gymkana Home Show, held on campus

on April 12 and 13, drew 350 returning alumni,

including David A. Field, Ed.D. '51, the founder.

Gymkana is the only remaining university-spon-

sored exhibition gymnastic troupe in the country.

Unlike Olympic-bound gymnasts, these performers

must make their own way financially. Not only is

the club fully self-supported, but the members are

dedicated to promoting a drug-free lifestyle. They

perform weekly in the region and across the coun-

try. At a January 1996 appearance in Houston's

Astrodome before 20,000 conference-goers at the

National Association for Home Builders, Gymkana

was deemed "the best show ever."

And the troupe is not limited to elite athletes.

As "Soozie" Eisen Brendler, '76, recalls, "Gymkana

was open to any klutz." Joseph Murray, who has

led the troupe since 1983, sees the performers as

anything but. Gymkana "klutzes" quickly learn to

perform such feats as Swedish box vaulting, hand

and ladder balancing, and Testudo vaulting.

In addition to taking their drug-free message to

colleges. Rotary clubs, benefits and school sys-

tems, members give a halftime boost to home

Terps and Bullets basketball games.

ACC Basketball Game
There have been a few big

wins against North Carolina

and Duke since, but for pure

ACC excitement, nothing

beats the 1974 championship

overtime loss to N.C. State. A
collection of some of the

greatest Maryland players

—

Len Elmore, John Lucas and

Tom McMillan—took the

Wolfpack into overtime, but

came up short, 103-100.

Almost Mascot
When the bronzed Testudo

had suspiciously disappeared

from his pedestal in front of

Ritchie Coliseum before

homecoming in 1947, it was

"Terpy" to the rescue.

"Terpy," a live turtle whose

back was painted yellow,

rooted for the team from his

harness on the sidelines dur-

ing each game. Apparently,

the cheerleading squad was

kept quite busy preventing

him from slipping out of his

harness and trotting onto the

field.

Winning Season
The 1953 Maryland football

team: they outscored oppo-

nents 298 to 31; they out-

rushed them 2,578 yards to

849; they topped the mighty

Fighting Irish from

Notre Dame in the

polls to take the

No. 1 ranking in the

nation. Spoiled only

by a 7-0 loss to

Oklahoma in the

Orange Bowl,

the season

Homecoming Horrors
It was a hot time in College

Park in 1937. The flames of

the annual homecoming bon-

fire were so large that a con-

cerned citizen mistakenly

thought the campus was

ablaze and called the fire

department. At least 10 com-

panies responded, tying up

traffic on the Washington-

Baltimore Boulevard

each way for

nearly an hour.

Hurricane

Hazel, with winds of 60-70

mph, interrupted the 1955

Homecoming festivities as it

tore a path almost straight

through the center of the

state.

remains

unmatched

by any

Maryland

team.
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X-File

Marie Mount became dean of

the School of Home Eco-

nomics in 1920 and died in

1957, but as legend has it, her

ghost still resides at the uni-

versity. Sources tell us that on

dark, windy nights you can

hear her playing piano in the

building named in her honor,

Marie Mount Hall. Only thing

is, the building has no piano...

Terra-pins Galore
Many staff and faculty

at the university

have collections

of terrapins bronze,
^

silver, wood, crystal,

and, yes, stuffed. But

Alumni Director Joan

Patterson, '66, wears

her loyalty, usually on her

shoulder, in the form of

terrapin brooches.

She boasts a

growing collec-

tion of 28 turtle

pins, gathered

over a span of 15

years. She got "serious" about

her collection, she says, when
she moved from the universi-

ty system office to College

Park in 1992, and the pins

have become a trademark.

"People always notice when I

don't wear one," Patterson

claims.

"Hot" Coolcies
We all know that stu-

dents are never satisfied

with dining hall food,

but Dining Services has

created an exception to

the rule. At almost eveiy

catered reception or event

on campus, you will find a

crowd around the cookie

tray—and some mighty

stuffed pockets, as well. The

infamous University of

Maryland chocolate chip

cookie, a hefty four inches

in diameter, loaded with

chips and nuts, is a bliss-

ful reminder of home cook-

ing, even for those whose

Mom never baked.

Smooch
Those new upper-level seats

in Byrd Stadium aren't just

good for watching the action

on the field. Since their con-

struction, campus police have

reported numerous cases of

amorous students taking

advantage of the thin air and

romantic views of the D.C.

monuments. We wonder if

nosebleeds are a problem...

Goo£ecf9Keaf

The best way to alumni hearts, especially if they're

3,000 miles from College Park, is a feast of Maryland

crabs, of course. San Diego area alumni have made a

tradition of their annual all-you-can-eat crab feast at

Johnny Martin's 801 Restaurant—and we're talking

Chesapeake Bay blue crabs, flown in live and steamed

in Old Bay by Johnny Martin himself, who learned the

art in Baltimore many years ago.

This June marks the fifth year that 60 to 80 nostalgic

grads will sit down to brown-paper covered tables,

pitchers of beer and piles of extra-larges hot enough to

burn your fingers. Bon appetit, hon!
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O^ie in i/ie &jye

Old Watering Hole
Until it closed in the mid-

'80s, the Varsity Grill was

the College Park hangout. A
hole-in-the-wall off of Knox

Road, the Varsity Grill fea-

tured beer, music and danc-

ing in an atmosphere not

unlike a party in the basement

of someone's home. Known
as a place for the "rowdier"

crowd, it lives on in the mem-
ories of many alums as the

site of some of their best times

in college. As an inscription

on its walls said: "When

you're so down a bummer's a

thrill, you can always go to

the Varsity Grill."

IMew Wstering Hole
When it comes to nightlife,

the place to be in College Park

today is the Santa Fe Cafe.

With a large selection of

domestic, imported and

microbrewed beers, a menu of

Southwestern fare, and a big

screen TV where patrons can

catch all of the Terps basket-

ball action, "The Fe" is the

'90s version of

^ "Cheers" for the

land

crowd.

We assembled an elite group of pizza-holies and

starved them all morning. Then we brought in

cheese pizzas from College Park's most

renowned pizza bakers.

The verdict? Ratsie's rules

by a pepperoni slice. The

goods from the 11 -year-

old College Park land-

mark on Route 1 scored

high on "visual appeal"

and "crustal dynamics."

How does Ratsie's do it?

"Ancient Chinese secret,"

says owner Jim Paradiso. "We

work especially hard at the crust

around the pizza to make the pie look

good; we know you eat with your eyes.'

Tell that to your waistline.

Cold Seoop
You don't have to go very far

to find the best ice cream in

the Washington metropolitan

area. The Dairy Salesroom in

the Turner Laboratory has

been a favorite of the campus

community for years, and

was featured in the October

1995 Washingtonian magazine

as one of the best-loved

fixtures of the D.C. area.

The ice cream is made at the

university, just as it has been

for the past 66 years, using

only the best ingredients.

Tacky Terrapin
Souvenir
This hat qualifies as a

"Terrapin fashion don't."
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Hairdos of the

Roadhouse of Old
Why is Silenus, the satyr who
taught Bacchus a thing or two

about wine,

grinning from a

keystone over

the entrance to

the historic Ross-

borough Inn? He's

a vestige of the

1798 tavern that welcomed

weary stagecoach travelers

along what was then the well-

traveled Washington-Balti-

more Turnpike.

Funky Furnishings
In the far reaches of Susque-

hanna Halt, on a

well-stocked

bookcase near

English pro-

fessor David

Wyatt's desk,

stands a

screaming

symbol of

popular cul-

ture—a plaster

Elvis lamp. The

curled lip, the

sideburns, the

sequined blue

cape—it's all

there in glazed

ceramic. Best of all, with a

flick of a switch, the King

lights up a room as always.

Shades of the '70s

Those orange and brown tiles

that greet students and visi-

tors to the halls of LeFrak

label the building's interior

designer as incredibly hip

—

for the 1970s. We would have

loved to see his/her bellbot-

toms.

Mafia Story
For 22 years, a group of Mary-

land alums have been plotting

for a million dollar payoff.

Sandy (Cassandra) Daston,

'74, her sister, Melissa, '78,

Susan Wittan, '77, and her

husband, Ernie Crow, '76, and

a friend, Elizabeth Shannon,

all were among the 95 final-

ists of the Pillsbury Bake-Off

this spring. The self-styled

"Pillsbury Mafia" is a lively

crew, all from the D.C.

metropolitan area, that has

made 10 appearances in the

Pillsbury contest finals in

the last 22 years. Susan Wit-

tan's sister, Joan, '76, a three-

time finalist disqualified this

year by contest rules, says:

"It's surprising how bad

some of the stuff is." Melissa

admits to some early disas-

ters herself, including "albi-

no plops, a very, very bad

cookie, like something you'd

find in a pasture." Any rela-

tion to concrete booties?
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Sign of the Times
Step aside, vending

machine coffee. The

Stamp Student Union

now boasts the coun-

try's only free-stand-

ing Starbucks coffee

bar on a university cam-

pus. In addition to the Seattle-

based purveyors' trendy

"short" and "grande"

gourmet grinds, lattes

and cappuccinos at

$1.25 and upwards, the

menu includes Italian

confections and choco-

late-covered strawberries.

Is this living, or what?

yfoi CPface io /3ioe

So you thought your dorm had a lot of late-night fire

alarms? For the 18 students (15 men and 3 women)

who call the College Park Volunteer Fire Depart-

ment home, throwing on clothes and running into

the night is part of the charm. Students, trained as

firefighters and emergency medical technicians, put

up with the sleep deprivation in exchange for some

incredible experiences and a free place to live.

Office Location
For some people, life is a

beach. Stephen Leatherman, a

professor in the geography

department and director of

the Laboratory for Coastal

Research, gets to spend his

days in the sun, surf and sand

of America's beaches. An
expert on beaches and coastal

erosion, and the author of 12

books.

Leather- .

man is

not just

Mary-

well-cre-

dentialed

beach

bum, but a media star as well.

His annual ranking of Ameri-

ca's "Top 10" beaches has

included spots on the Today

Show and a recent Oprah Win-

frey Show featuring people

with great jobs. Who says

academics are stuck in ivory

towers?

Flan with Elan
Never again can "college

food" be dismissed as cruel

fuel. The International Cafe,

in St. Mary's Hall, offers

menus from around the

world in an intimate setting

where languages other than

English are encouraged.

Among the flutter of multina-

tional flags, diners can enjoy

Chinese, Korean, German,

French, Spanish and Italian

menus on a rotating basis.

Mispronunciation
It's Taliaferro HaU, not

Toliver!

Runner-up: Marie Mount, not

Marymount.

Wired Campus
The university pioneered the

nonmilitary use of the Int^- ,

net so it shouldn't be surpris-

ing that Maryland leads they

country in connectivity,

including these choice pyte



/

• 18 miles of fiber-optic cable

linking classrooms, labs and

dormrooms

• 500 (and growing) dial-up

access modems

^

/

Wired Classrooms
As teaching methddology

moves into th^ 21st century,

Maryland finds itself firmly

established on the leading

edge with, not one, but two,

electrpnic teaching class-

rooo(s—the IBM TQ and

AT&T teaching theaters

—

located in Van Munching Hall

and the Engineering Class-

,/toorn Building, respectively.

Via computer and video links,

students connect with each

other, and often with other

electronic classrooms

throughout the country, to

share knowledge with faculty

and peers.

Out-of-Classroom
Experience
Most journalists will tell you

there are few experiences in

the classroom that can ready a

reporter for the reality of the

newsroom. So the College of

Journalism established the

Capital News Service to pre-

pare aspiring reporters to

research and write articles

under deadline pressure. Both

undergraduate and graduate

journalism students work in

the news bureau's Annapolis

or Washington locations and

cover a variety of beats. Stu-

dents' articles are published

in both local and national

papers—providing cub

reporters with more than an

empty resume to take along

to first job interviews.

SCUBA Dive
It ain't the Bahamas but the

367,000-gallon, 90-degrees-

Fahrenheit neutral buoyancy

tank in the Space Systems

Laboratory (SSL) ranks as the

closest thing on campus to the

Caribbean—and it's the only

such facility you'll find on

any university campus. Stu-

dents must be certified in

SCUBA to test equipment in

the tank which simulates the

environment of

more about the

on page 34.)

Friends for Life
Reena Meltzer is a whirlwind of energy and talent.

The sophomore government and politics major is the

driving force behind a campus-based program to

bring Best Buddies groups from around the region

together for a day of "Friendship Games." Best Bud-

dies is a national volunteer organization which pairs

college students (and others) with developmentally

disabled individuals for one-on-one interaction. With a

motto from Emerson—"The only way to have a friend

is to be one"—the program is an ideal way for stu-

dents to expand their understanding of diversity and

difference, says Meltzer.

The Best Buddies program at Maryland was in the

doldrums at the end of her first year, so Meltzer initi-

ated a recruitment campaign last fall which netted 35

new members and a waiting list. This success

inspired an ambitious plan to create the Friendship

Games. With Best Buddies groups from eight area

colleges and schools and cooperation from a coalition

of 1 5 organizations on campus, she brought 500 peo-

ple together on March 30 for a day of carnival games

and activities, "for two reasons—to show the diversi-

ty on our campus and to break down stereotypes of

all kinds," Meltzer says.

Meltzer is one of thousands of University of Mary-

land students involved in volunteer community ser-

vice through the Office of Community Service Pro-

grams in the division of Student Affairs.
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Blow Dryer
Built in 1949 for $1,240,000, the Glenn L. Martin

Wind Tunnel still ranks as one of the campus'

greatest engineering resources. The Ford Taurus,

parts of the America^ yacht, submarines, airplanes

and helicopters have all been tested in the wind tun-

nel with intriguing results—on good hair days or bad.
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Star Gazing
For observing

the Perseid

meteor show-

ers or the con-

junction of the

moon and

Venus, check out

the entertain-

ing and

informa-

tive

open

houses

at the uni-

versity's observa-

tory on Metzerott Lane. Open

houses are held on the 5th

and 20th of each month.

Marketing Maven
Bill Nickels teaches that mar-

keting is finding out what

people want and giving it to

them. And that's just what the c

associate professor has deliv- P

ered to students for the past s

26 years. ;

For his memorable style, r

Nickels was named the Out-

standing Teacher on Campus l

for 1995 by the Panhellenic

Association, the only teaching

award given by students uni-

versitywide. He is also the

sole two-time award winner.

With 500 marketing

students each

semester, plus

Place to Grow a Ficus
With seven floors dedicated to

teaching and research, the new
plant sciences building will

allow green-thumbed students

and faculty to study in one of

the country's most advanced

facilities of its kind. The $26

million building, located at the

intersection of Regents and

Field House drives, will house

the departments of Entomolo-

gy, Horticulture and Land-

scape Architecture and the

Maryland Biotechnology Insti-

tute's Center for Agricultural

Biotechnology, when it opens

in early 1997.

Place to Eat a Ficus
Maryland Food Co-op. Just

kidding about the ficus-feast-

ing, but the co-op has been

serving up some of the most

affordable, tastiest greens on

campus for more than 20

years. Carnivores can even

find some turkey and tuna

fish among the alfalfa sprouts.

Make-or-Break Class
Is medical school right for

me? Thousands of aspiring

doctors have asked them-

selves this question while tak-

ing Bill Higgins' ZOOL 422,

Vertebrate Physiology.

Including elements of anato-

my, biology, chemistry and

microbiology, the class is a

good indication of how stu-

dents will stand up to the rig-

ors of med school. Higgins,

now associate dean of the

College of Life Sciences, has

taught the class for more than

20 years and has earned just

about every teaching award

in the process.

LEFT PHOTO BY MAC NELSON; CHAOS IMAGE BY BEN MITCHELL, ARMY LABORATORY CONTROL



out stretched from the Main Administration Building

to Anne Arundel Hall before the 1959 construction of

Library separated the space. In 1990, the

crisscrossing sidewalks and fountain were added.

spurring students to take an occasional plunge. But the

real change on the mall, as always, comes with the sea-

sonal colors of the leaves on the trees.
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December 1995. Why? Mathe-

matician Jim Yorke, for one,

who coined the name "chaos"

to describe the science of

unpredictability; and Mary-

land physicists Nicholas

Hadley, Drew Baden and

Sarah Eno who were part of

the team that tracked down
the top quark at Fermilab last

year; and Professor Ho Jung

Paik, who has patented a

super-sensitive gravity gra-

diometer to measure the den-

sity of the Earth's subsur-

face—from space.

CPface /o CRefax

For a place to take a walk or just sit and talk, students

and staff have long preferred the open grass and state-

ly willow oaks of McKeldin Mall. Designed by the

same architectural firm that conceived Central Park in

New York City, the mall was once believed to be the

largest academic mall in the country. The original lay-

another 250 in his Intro to

Business class. Nickels has

taught close to 39,000 stu-

dents. "I probably have taught

more students than anyone

else on campus," he says.

What's the secret to his

success? Nickels says he

learned early on that a "just

the facts" approach won't

cut it in class. Instead, his

lectures are peppered

with stories and anec-

dotes that are long

remembered. When former

students drop in on one of his

classes, he says they liken it to

hearing a favorite song at a

rock concert where they can

mouth the words.

"Seventh" Heaven
In the cosmic realm of chaos,

quarks and quantum leaps,

the Department of

Physics reigns as No. 7

sun among the best

graduate programs

in the country in

the National

Research Coun-

cil report

released in



Sounds oj^Surnmen

Its formal title, the Maryland Summer Institute for

Creative and Performing Arts, is nearly as long as

its lineage—21 years and counting. But the

Rossborough Festival, a more recent sobriquet

coined by festival director George Moquin, strikes

just the right note.

The festival opens with a three-week residence

by 90 of the nation's best collegiate musicians in the

National Orchestral Institute Philharmonic, which

the Washington Post has described as "one of the

best symphony orchestras in the United States."

The festival's International William Kapell Piano

Competition is the most prestigious on the East

Coast (even virtuoso pianist Emanuel Ax came up

short in his 1971 appearance, placing only third).

As a member of the World Federation of Interna-

tional Music Competitions, the Kapell is in the

company of the Van Cliburn and the Queen Eliza-

beth. In fact, the university is one of only two high-

er education institutions in the world to sponsor

such a competition. The other? The University of

South Africa, in Pretoria.

Since 1990 the Kapell has been held biannually,

augmented by two alternating international qua-

drennial events: the Marian Anderson Vocal Arts

and the Leonard Rose Cello competitions.

offers an analysis of

the "new news" and

the influence of

nonfiction pro-

gramming like talk

shows, magazine

shows and

"real-life" police dramas

on electronic journalism.

Course
to Wait For
By far the most popular

elective on campus. Human
Sexuality is wait-listed every

semester to the tune of 250

impatient students, almost all

of them graduating seniors.

(Sophomores, juniors, forget

it—the wait-list is closed

before you get to the gate.)

Robin Sawyer, Ph.D. '90,

Department of Health Educa-

tion, would like to think it's

his pragmatism and humor

that attracts so many—"sex

isn't astrophysics," he points

out.

Course My Mother
IMever Imagined
Associate Professor Steve

Barkin's Television Reality

Course I Never
Imagined

Switched on Minds: Cogni-

tive Issues in HyperSpace

examines what computers,

telecommunications and

databases have done to the

way we process information,

solve problems and make

decisions. And asks the ques-

tion, is this all good? Kent

Norman, Department of Psy-

chology, teaches this Honors

course.

Building You Never
Have to Leave
The Engineering Classroom

Building. It's got a library, a

deli, a bakery, a Taco Bell,

covered hallways to the math

and physics buildings and

dozens of chemical showers

(only if you really had to).

Why should an engineer ever

leave?
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Well-Read
The Diamondback

was given a thumbs up

in the 1995 edition of the

Princeton Review Student

Access Guide to the 306 Best

Colleges. The guide ranked the

Diamondback as the third

most-read college newspa-

per in the country. The

rankings in the guide are

based on survey results

gathered from counselors,

admission officers and stu-

dents at the most competitive

colleges and universities in

the nation.

TV
Rerun

Heaven
The history

of television

is right on our

doorstep, in the

basement of R.

Lee Hornbake

Library. From scripts

of "Mr. Roger's

Neighborhood" to pho-

tos from the Academy

Awards in the 1950s, the

Broadcast Pioneers

Library and the

National Pub-

lic Broadcast-

ing Archives

have it all.

Boxes filled with

the history of the

most dominant mass medium

in our lives fill a space the size

of two basketball courts.

What did we miss?

Much more than we could fit in another 12 pages,

surely. Will our alumni and friends be willing to add

to this list, or begin a new one? Where were we
off the mark? What do you remember most fond-

ly, or not so fondly, that makes the University of

Maryland special to you? Write, call or e-mail us at

cpmag@umdacc.umd.edu

They Said It Best
From the 1996 U.S. News and World Report graduate

school rankings:

Journalism— 1 1th in the nation. First in

the specialty of public relations.

Computer Science—12th, tied with

Yale, UCLA and Brown University. Sixth

among public research institutions. Fourth

in the specialty of databases, tied with

MIT.

Physics—14th, with Michigan and the

University of Washington. Second in the

nation in the speciality of nonlinear

dynamics/chaos.

Mathematics—19th best in the nation.

Maryland Business School—24th
overall, sixth among public research

universities.

A. James Clark School of

Engineering—28th over-

all, 14th in the amount of

research dollars, 13th

among public research

universities.



BY CHIP DENMAN
ILLUSTRATIONS BY JESSICA R. ROMAN

“CAN THERE, THEN. BE ANY FOREKNOWLEDGE OF THINGS FOR WHOSE
HAPPENING NO REASON EXISTS? FOR WE DO NOT APPLY THE WORDS
‘CHANGE,’ 'LUCK,' ‘ACCIDENT,’ OR ‘CASUALTY’ EXCEPT TO AN EVENT WHICH
HAS SO OCCURRED OR HAPPENED THAT IT EITHER MIGHT NOT HAVE

OCGURRED AT ALL. OR MIGHT HAVE OCCURRED IN ANY OTHER WAY”
CICERO

DE DIVINATIONE. II vi

l^n 45 B.C., the Roman philosopher Cicero had a

pretty good grasp of chance. How are we doing today?

I just took a dime out of my pocket and flipped it

several times. One of these sequences of heads and tails

was the true result; the other I just made up:

Which do you think is the more likely outcome? To

make it interesting, we could place a bet. Push the stakes

up high. Suppose we put $100 on the table. Which

choice do you bet on?

I’m betting that you’re betting on the first one. You

know that coins are pretty fair. It feels right, with a bal-

ance of heads and tails in no particular pattern. Intu-

itively, the first one seems like a typical mess of heads

and tails, while the other looks just too special. And typ-

ical equals best bet, right?
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WE COULD EVEN HAVE A BLIND

MONK SHOOT AN ARROW...

In fact, if my dime is legit and my toss is fair, each of those

choices is just as likely as the other. Each is a specific sequence

of five independent 50-50 events. Every specific, ordered

sequence of five tosses has probability .5 x .5 x .5 x .5 x .5, or

about 3 percent. The string of all heads is no less likely—no less

a fair random outcome—than any other. Rationally, there is no D

basis in probability to bet on one rather than the other. ~

But we see the pattern, and the illusion of nonrandomness is

compelling.

This example, summarized from the research of psycholo-

gists Amos Tversky and Daniel Kahneman, illustrates one of the bi

biases built into our wet-wired intuition. Cognitive illusions like ft

this are particularly interesting not just because people make

mistakes, but because, as with optical illusions, we all tend to

make the same mistakes.These are mental banana peels, and
|

a

just about everyone winds up in the same place on the floor. I n

Suppose your choice had been between
j

li

Which sequence is more likely to occur with a fair coin? The ' ni

longer sequence is more balanced, more typically random, but

wait! The longer sequence includes the shorter one, with one '

hi

extra tail at the end. Any complex event is always less likely
j

tf

than any of its simpler components. Yet the feeling of random- n

ness is strong, and so is the temptation to bet on the less likely

event. Ii
i p

These problems illustrate what Tversky and Kahneman call
! , e

the “law of small numbers," that is, that we tend to believe that n

even in the short run life will exhibit the kind of statistical . r

behavior that in fact will occur in the long run. Thus after a |

string of consecutive heads, we feel compelled to bet on I

ii

tails, although what has gone before has no effect on the next ? s

toss. Casino owners love players who succumb to this feeling.
si

Viva Las Vegas! > il

What does "at random" mean, anyway? Cicero had a pretty
j

good handle on it. For most practical purposes, we use random I

j

o

to mean "not predictable" or "without pattern." But no single J
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all-purpose definition will serve, unless we make explicit the cir-

cumstances. Martin Gardner, whose Mathematical Games

columns in Scientific American fired my interest in math as a

teenager, offers this example.

Imagine a big circle with an equilateral triangle drawn inside.

Draw a line "at random" across the circle. Don't ask why, just do

it. How likely is it that the length of the line will be longer than

the side of the triangle? The answer depends on the technique

we use to draw a "random" line.

First, we could put the circle on the floor and roll a long

broomstick toward it so that it lies across the circle. The probabili-

ty is 1 in 2 that the section of the stick inside the circle will be

longer than the triangle side.

Or we might make a big pointer to spin in the middle of the

circle. Spin it twice, and each time we mark where it stops on the

rim of the circle. Connect those marks. The probability of a long

line is 1 in 3.

We could even have a blind monk shoot an arrow until he hits

the circle. No matter where the arrow sticks, there will be a

straight line out to the edges of the circle that has that arrow at its

middle. And that line will be longer than the side of the triangle

with a probability of 1 in 4.

As difficult as it is to spot randomness in the wild, it can be

equally difficult to create at home or in the laboratory. Many
experiments and surveys depend upon some kind of random

selection to cancel possible bias and otherwise uncontrolled

effects. How do we obtain this unbiased, random process? It is

not as easy as you may think.

Can you write down a list of random numbers just out of your

head? If by "random" we mean "haphazard" or "without pat-

tern," the answer is no. Our minds are too locked into patterns,

whether we like it or not.

Try to think of a random number between 0 and 99. Most peo-

ple avoid multiples of 10 because these just don't "feel" random

enough. The number 37 "seems" more random than, say, 50. Yet

multiples of 10 should appear as often as any other numbers in a

random collection. Recently 1 asked readers of the Washington

Post to participate in this very experiment. The results are shown
in the accompanying box on the next page. Our inner biases are

so strong and so consistent that entertainers and pseudo-psychics

such as "The Amazing Kreskin" can exploit them to create an

illusion of mind reading.

In 1939, statisticians Maurice Kendall and Babington Smith

conducted an experiment in which subjects observed a disc

divided into 10 numbered sections. The disk rotated in dark-

ness. When a lamp flashed, the subjects recorded the digit seen

through a slit. Previous testing verified that the mechanism was

random, but, over 10,000 trials, one subject recorded far too many

even digits and far too few I's, 3's and 9's. The best explanation is

that the subject misread the disk due to a strong inner bias.

What's more surprising is that even when we know about ran-

domness and try to mentally overcome bias, we fail. In any truly

random long sequence of digits, we would expect not only an

approximately equal distribution of digits, but also chance

clumps. We should expect as many 7-7 combos as there are, say,

2-7's, as many 6-6-6's as 8-4-3's, and likewise for quadruplets, and

so on. (The digits of Jt=3.141592653... have passed exhaustive

testing of this sort. Such a decimal number is called "normal," in

spite of the fact that it is special indeed.) But when humans try to

mentally create a long list of random numbers, they tend to avoid

these runs. The human lists are too smooth, too perfect. This bias

to shun short-term patterns—like in the coin-tossing above—has

allowed statistical detectives to spot data that was too good to be

true. Sir R. A. Fisher, one of the founders of modern statistics,

concluded that Gregor Mendel's classic pea genetics data had too

little noise and was quite possibly fudged either by Mendel or an

assistant who knew too well what was expected.

We also tend to see patterns and correspondences, even in the

heart of true randomness. This tendency to manufacture connec-

tions out of noise has converted many to belief in psychic powers.

When the improbable happens to you, it can be difficult not to

take it personally. Even skeptics—and skeptical statisticians, at

that—are not immune to these biases. Joseph B. Rhine pioneered

the application of statistical methods to the search for extra-sen-

sory perception. His experiments have been criticized by skeptics

on many good grounds, and today are mostly notable for their

historical interest. However, during the heat of the controversy,

William Feller, author of one of the most important probability

books of this century, attacked Rhine's card-guessing experi-

ments. To Rhine's credit, he made his data available for scrutiny;

Feller believed that he had found nonrandom patterns in the sup-

posedly shuffled decks. More recent analyses suggest that for all

of Rhine's failings, here at least Feller had merely fallen into a

trap of his own pattern-finding intuition.

So what if we avoid the human factor and try other schemes to

generate randomness? In fact, the Kendall/Smith experiment was

such an attempt. The purpose was not to study human percep-

tion, but to generate a list of 100,000 digits which could be used

for scientific randomization. They bumped into the human bias

as an artifact. In 1938, R.A. Fisher and Frank Yates compiled
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THUS AFTER A STRING OF CONSECU'

TIVE HEADS. WE FEEL COMPELLED TO

BET ON TAILS, ALTHOUGH WHAT HAS

GONE BEFORE HAS NO EFFECT ON
THE NEXT TOSS. CASINO OWNERS
LOVE PLAYERS WHO SUCCUMB TO

THIS FEELING. VIVA LAS VEGAS!

15,000 digits by taking the 15th through 19th digits from a table

of logarithms—here too many 6's were discovered and the list

was adjusted. In 1955, the Rand Corporation published the

tome A Million Random Digits based on an electro-mechanical

process. Even without direct human involvement, careful

screening found problems, and the list had to be adjusted to

make it seem more random. True haphazardness is hard to find.

Currently at the Princeton Engineering Anomalies Research

(PEAR) laboratory, Robert Jahn and colleagues are reporting

what appear to be slight departures from chance (equivalent to

one extra head out of every 2,500 tosses) in carefully engineered

electronic random processes. They suggest that the effect is due

not to psychological bias or experimental error but to the ineffa-

ble force of the "intention" of their human subjects.

State lotteries use scrupulously random devices to ensure

fair selections. Those pingpong balls can come up any which

way. But people play hunches and systems far from random,

and players who share a common nonrandom bias will tend to

pick the same numbers. When Cal Ripkin closed in on Lou

Gehrig's record of 2,131 consecutive games, Maryland and

Pennsylvania lotteries both sold out their limits for bets on 2131

and its permutations. None of these proved to be winners on

those days, but if they had, a great number of people would

have been sharing that pot.

The best way to stay ahead in any lottery is not to play, of

course, but if you play and don't want to split the pot, your best

strategy is to make your choice genuinely random. On any one

ticket, you can't improve your chances of winning, but at least

you can reduce your chances of having to share.

Today, computerized pseudo-random number generators

are built into software and even pocket calculators. These are

not random processes but systems that spew the same predeter-

mined stream of digits every time they are told to start in the

same place. Various algorithms have been devised to simulate

haphazardness, so that in the long run the pseudo-random

stream appears indistinguishable from what would be expected =

under true chance.
[

The most common method involves setting a starting point

(seed), and constants a, b, and m. If X is the current number, l

divide (aX+b) by m; the remainder is the next number in the I

stream. The success of the process depends upon good choices

for the constants.
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WHEN CAL RIPKIN CLOSED IN ON

LOU GEHRIG’S RECORD OF 2,131 CON'

SECUTIVE GAMES. MARYLAND AND

PENNSYLVANIA LOTTERIES BOTH

SOLD OUT THEIR LIMITS FOR BETS

ON 2131 AND ITS PERMUTATIONS.

Why go to so much trouble? Besides the design of random-

ized (and hopefully, bias-free) studies, the modern statistical

toolbox includes methods such as simulations and bootstrap-

ping which involve computer-intensive repeated draws of

(pseudo) random numbers. We use chance to catch chance.

It is all part of the larger scientific task of sorting the signal

from the noise, of recognizing what is a chance connection and

what is real cause-effect relationship that can be used to make

predictions. Fundamentally, the scientific endeavor is not so

much about collecting facts and inventing technology but

rather about making and testing predictions that are more and

more useful.

Cicero warned:

"How, then, is it possible to foresee and to predict an event that

happens at random, as the result of blind accident, or of unsta-

ble chance? ...what must we think of the conjectures of men
who foretell the future by means of entrails, birds, portents,

oracles, or dreams?

"1 am not a hopeless skeptic on the subject of such warnings

really being sent from the gods; however, 1 do not know that

they are and 1 want to learn the actual facts...you have often

noticed clouds take the form of a lion or a hippocentaur. There-

fore it is possible for chance to imitate reality..."

Modern scientific skeptics are always on the watch for

Cicero's clouds.

Chip Denman is manager of the Statistics Laboratory in the Com-

puter Science Center and teaches "Science and Pseudoscience"for the

University Honors Program. He is past president of the National

Capital Area Skeptics, a not-for-profit educational group promoting

critical and scientific thinking. He is a frequent contributor to the

"How To Think" series in the Washington Post's Horizon: The

Learning Section, where a version of this article appeared.

Copyright © 1995 Daniel W. Denman. All rights reserved.

HOW RANDOM IS RANDOM?
Last December, readers of the Horizon section of the

Washington Post were invited to send in numbers from 0

to 99 chosen three different ways: a "random" pick out of

their heads, the last two digits of the first $1 bill they

could find, and the last two digits of their home phone.

More than 600 people responded, but time forced us to

stop counting after 532 submissions.

We wanted to see if any nonrandom biases would be

obvious. In any long list created in a truly random way,

each and every number from 0 to 99 should appear with

an equal 1 percent chance.

The list of mentally chosen numbers showed a very

nonrandom pattern. Formal statistical tests can be used

to make this statement in a precise way. For instance, a

chi-squared test of the hypothesis of an equal distribu-

tion is highly significant, with less than 1 chance in 1,000

that a true random process would have created such an

extreme departure from the ideal. People avoided the

multiples of 10. For example, no one picked 20. Such nice

round numbers seem instinctively too special to be "ran-

dom."

On the other hand, 37 was chosen by more than 3

times as many people as chance would expect. Thirty-

seven and the next most common picks of 27 and 13 all

are odd, not too big, and, you might say, just feel ran-

dom. It also seemed as if most numbers ending in 3 and 7

were perceived as more random.

As expected, the numbers from the dollar bill serial

numbers appeared more truly random. Of course, there

were variations, but not the extremes found in the mental

picks. A statistical test showed that the distribution is not

significantly different from a pure random process.

The phone digits were somewhat in-between. A for-

mal statistical test put the degree of departure from

chance at just under 1 chance out of 10. This would not

be considered significant by most scientific standards.

However, the list showed at least one artifact: home
phone numbers rarely end in 00; these phone numbers

are usually reserved for businesses.—Chip Denman
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You liked aiichow soup, so I stiiiik up luy hair and the

house to cook it for you. ^ou w anted eel, I almost hiu iual

dow n the house smokiiig it lor you. You liked live squid, so I

fought with its tentacles to dump them in the kimchi for you.

I cut them up, dumped them in the stiugiiig red sauce, and they

w ere still moviuo-. You w anted to listen to old Korean sonos. so Ip n '

bought a tape of "Barley Fiekh " "liken lie Depart, ” “77/e

ll aitius: FleartF mu\ "The ll ild Chn'sauthemunF Korean

Korner for you. For w eeks 1 heard, "Abore the sky a thou-

sand feet high, there are some wild geese cnittg, ” "ll here,

along the endless road are yon going away from me like a

cloudy like a cloudy like a cloudy" "Lonesome with the

thoughts ofmy old days. ”
1 had to eat mv cereal with cning

geese and rivers that flowed w ith the blood of twenty lovers.

You wanted to read a book, so 1 borrowed Dr. Senss for voiv.

You liked cow boy movies, so 1 bought John Wavne videos for

you. You liked to garden, so 1 stole Mis. Lee s jierilla and pickle

seeds for you. Your help tjuit on you, so 1 skipped two weeks

vv oith of classes to fiy shrimp, steam corned lieef and cabbage

boil collard greens, and bake liiscuits for von. ion liked

Angela s mother, so 1 cbovo to her store to set up a diuiu

date for v on. \bu thought you were losing your hearing,

so 1 laid your head on my thigh and removed

the wax out of v our ears for you.



You sat on the couch. Your feet rested

on top of the table. Your grey eyebrows

fell over your drooping lids. On top of

your heaving belly, your hands were

folded, and the remote control was bal-

anced on your left thigh. You flipped

through the channels when 1 told you 1

had grilled the croaker and that my car

was up to 9,000 miles. You flipped

through the channels when 1 asked you to

show me how to change my oil. Without

turning your head to look at me, you said

that I had to get under the car, that I

would crush my head, that 1 would die.

Too dangerous. You told me to get it

done and that it was cheap, as you hand-

ed me a twenty-dollar bill from your

shorts pocket and walked to the kitchen

table to eat your grilled croaker. But it

was a Sunday evening. Everything was

closed on Sunday evenings, and 1 could

already hear the knocking.

"I can hear the knocking," 1 said.

You broke off the tail end of the croak-

er and bit into it, leaving the fin between

your thumb and middle finger. You

chewed the bones and spit them out.

"Knocking? That's something else. Not oil

problem," you said and with your teeth

scraped the meat off the bone.

"Even so, it would be good for me to

know how to change my own oil."

You sunk your spoon into the rice and

asked, "You write anything?"

I lied to you and told you 1 had written

two stories and was working on a third

about Korean village life.

"That's it? When you write something

big? Write something big for me," he said.

"Abba, I'm trying," 1 said. "Big is not

easy to do."

"What about?"

"What about what?"

"Your stories." Your chopsticks poked

the middle of the croaker. The skin slid

off. You'll save the skin for last, right after

you've slurped its brains out, after you've

sucked its eyes out. Makes you smarter.

Makes you see good.

"One's about that woman you told me
about. You know, the one who lived on

Hae Un Dae Beach with her daughter.

And the daughter always wore that black

and white knit dress with the snowflake

patterns?"

"What about them?" he asked.

"Well, the daughter grows up and

Your chopsticks poked

the middle of the croaker.

The skin slid off. You’ll

save the skin for last, right

after you’ve slurped its

brains out, after you’ve

. sucked its eyes out. Makes

you smarter. Makes you

see good.

finds a job at a bakery and leaves her

mother on the beach," 1 made up.

"That's not true."

"I know. I'm still working on it."

"I thought you finished," he said.

"Is anything ever finished?"

You looked at me, but 1 stared at the

thin layer of grease floating on top of your

water. You wanted to call me a liar, but

instead you asked, "What about other?"

"The second one? The second one is

about your friend who had the two

wives. The first one was a little crazy, so

he brought in the good-looking second

one who sold cosmetics?"

"What about them?" he asked.

"The crazy one ends up jumping out

of their apartment window on the

eleventh floor."

"Didn't happen like that. But sounds

good. Second one sound better than first

one. Dying at end is good."

"Abba, just show me how to change

my oil," 1 said.

"The first story, that kind don't sell.

You need violence. America likes vio-

lence." You spit out your bones. "Like

this story. 1 know. Robber breaks into

doctor's house with gun. 'Give me your

watch, jewelry, money. Give me every-

thing.' Doctor's not home, but doctor

daughter's home. She gives him fake dia-

mond ring, fake ruby ring, fake every-

thing. Robber's happy and goes. Robber

tries to make money, sees everything's

fake and gets mad and goes back to doc-

tor's house, kidnaps doctor's daughter

and puts tattoo snakes on all over her

body. So no one marry her because of

tatoos."

"People with tatoos get married," I said.

"Not all over body. Korean man don't

like tatoos."

"Then, they shouldn't get tatoos."

"Man don't get tatoo, stupid. Girl gets

tatoo because robber puts on her."

"And he thought she would never get

married because of the tatoos?"

"Oh yeah. That's true story." The

spinach in your teeth moved.

"Here, you've got spinach in your

teeth." You waved your hand at the

toothpick and dislodged the spinach with

your tongue.

"You buy part and oil?"

"Bought part and oil." You pushed

yourself away from the table. "Ery croak-

er next time. Not enough beans in rice.

And you boil spinach too long. Too long.

Nothing to chew."

1 followed you outside to the driveway

with my oil filter and bottles of oil. The

crickets started making their noise, and

you told me to turn on the porch light. I

turned on the porch light. You told me to

turn on the driveway light. I turned on
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the driveway light. The moths and gnats

flew in circles above your flat top azalea

shrubs as if they wanted to drill holes in

the air. You told me to get the light bulb

with the hook and the long extension

cord on it. From basement, not back there.

From basement. You hung it on the hood

of my car. You told me to get, you know,

car has to go up. The red metal things

where the car goes up. And brown carpet

in garage. Rags in shed. Bucket behind

shed. Not that bucket, stupid. Flat bucket

to go under car.

"There is no flat bucket behind the

shed," 1 said.

"What's this?"

"It's a triangular basin. It's not a buck-

et. Buckets are cylinders and have han-

dles on them."

You threw the bucket under the deck,

slapped your right calf, and mumbled

something about hell and the mosquitoes

that surrounded you.

You stood in front of my car. The arm

holes of your tank top were stretched out

showing your chest. Your plaid shorts

hung underneath your round hard belly,

and your socks were pulled to your

knees. You waved the four fingers of your

right hand to come. Come. Come. Stop.

Your head jerked back, and your chin

formed another fold of skin, as you

burped. Tasting the croaker again, you

licked your lips and swallowed. The

crickets screamed from your garden. The

streetlights came on, and the mosquitoes

gathered underneath their light. Slowly,

you kneeled and pushed yourself wifh

your slippered feet underneath my car.

Your back rested on the piece of the

brown carpet that used to cover the fami-

ly room, wall to wall. One inch padding

underneath. Every step, our feet used to

sink in, and our toes would grip the

standing fibers. You used to yell, "Take

off shoes! Take off shoes," at my friends,

and they would run across the carpet

with quivering lips trying to form a smile,

cheeks turning pink, and leave their shoes

at the front door.

The lilac bush collared the driveway

light making it look like a groomed poo-

dle standing still in an angle of your trian-

gular garden. In front of the light, a rock

with the glowing 3309 in white paint. The

left side was lined with azalea bushes like

four green basketballs growing out of

white pebbles. The right side was lined

with pine trees that looked like four green

miniature teepees. And the side that lined

the edge of our front porch, more azalea

bushes, but with flat tops like coffins. In

the center of it all, the stump of the mag-

nolia tree you chopped down because its

leaves were clogging up our gutter. The

Spanish moss you had planted surround-

ed the stump and began to climb the rot-

ting bark.

You placed the basin underneath the

spout and unscrewed the blue filter. The

black oil poured out onto your fingers

then into the basin. You wiped your hand

with an old sock.

"Where you drive your car? Oil is so

black."

"Let me do it. I'll catch the oil."

"Don't touch anything. Your hands get

dirty. Keep clean hands."

"I don't care if my hands get dirty."

"Keep clean hands."

"What do I need clean hands for?"

"Keep clean hands to write."

The oil dripped into the basin. Stand-

ing up and wiping your hands on the

sock, you told me about Miryang.

Miryang. Miryang. Miryang. I know. That

was the village you grew up in and in

that village was the One-Hundred-Year-

Old Mountain that you used to climb to

trap mountain rabbits on and there was a

bridge you had to cross to get to school in

your bare feet even during the winter

because your father bought you only one

pair of shoes on New Year's Day, which

you stuffed in your pocket so that the

soles wouldn't wear out. And when the

soles wore out, you nailed wood to the

bottom of your shoes, but the wood gave

your feet splinters so you poured soil in

your shoes; it felt just like walking in a

fertilized field. I know about the tree that

stood next to the well. The tree that you

climbed and napped on. The tree from

which you saw the well holding the float-

ing village virgin. The tree where the vil-

lage grandmothers peeled potatoes

under. You've already toki me about the

man with three teeth and eight and a half

fingers who ran the village grocery. Who
would get so drunk by early afternoon

that he'd give you a bottle of sojii rather

than the bottle of v'inegar your mother

was waiting for at home. I've already

seen the soy bean woman rolling her cart

along the dirt road through the village.

The chestnut woman who stringed her

roasted nuts on strands of her own hair.

The cows bumping into each other within

the fence. The stink of manure in your

mother's garden. The stink of sewage

when it rained. The rice mill you met

your mother-in-law in. You've already

told me about the girl with no eyes mar-

rying the man with no ears. About hiding

from your father when school tuition day

came around because he'd make you

work in the field. Yes, I can hear him

yelling what gcxrd is school? What good

is school? Go work in the field. I know

about how he broke your watch on your

wedding day trying to strike you across

the face. It was your engagement watch

from Mother. You didn't know then, did

you? That she would leave us. I know

about your reading books by candlelight

underneath a quilt that caught on fire.

You don't have to tell me about your sis-

ter who was knuckled by your mother so

often that she had a dent on the right side

of her head and she lost her mind and is

now steaming rice and boiling potato

roots for Buddhist monks. Don't you

think I remember the apples, eggs, chest-

nuts, persimmons you stole and hid in

the hole you dug and lined with rocks

next to the village manure pile? You don't

have to start singing about trying to for-
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get, trying to forget. About walking to the

sea sands from day to day. About how
summer has gone. Fall has gone. Now the

cold winter in the sea. Abba, 1 know the

women divers searching for clams have

disappeared. Stop it. Stop singing about

trying to forget, trying to forget by walk-

ing to the sea sands from day to day.

Poisoned croaker would have kept

you from saying that.

You closed my hood and 1 drove my
car down. You picked weeds out of your

garden while I put everything back in its

place. You waited for me. When 1 walked

to the door, you followed me in saying,

"Joo-yah, remember when you sing bbo

gook bbo gook bbo gook seh?”

"Abba, 1 don't remember that song."

"You remember."

"I don't."

"Bbo gook bbo gook bbo gook seh..." he

sang.

"Abba, 1 told you I don't remember.

Stop it." You saw me roll my eyes. Your

shoulders jerked back. You slipped your

thumb into the side belt loop of your

shorts. Three folds of skin formed on

your chin. You removed your grey hat

and scratched your bald head. Your belly

grew as you took your breath.

When 1 walked upstairs, 1 heard you

say, "No matter how bad my father treat

me, 1 never talk like that. Never walk

away like that."

None of the usual sounds of commer-

cials from the television, faucet running,

the flush of the toilet every two hours, the

refrigerator door opening and closing, or

of you speaking to Angela's mother in

Korean on the phone. How loas business

today? Did you do ivell? Hoiv's Angela? I

sent you a letter. Did you get my letter? Aim

Joo? She's writing her stories upstairs. You

didn't call me down to make you Sullok

tea or peel apple-pears or listen to your

stories about kite fights, crispy grasshop-

per legs and midnight runs to the village

nurse's window where she changed her

clothes in the light. I waited for you to call

me down, but 1 heard you climb the

stairs, pass my room, and shut your door.

That night 1 opened my window. The

passing cars on Morning Glory Way were

the first sounds 1 noticed when we first

moved here. Never heard cars whiz by

like that tucked away on the fifth floor of

our apartment at the end of Burning Rock

Court. 1 thought family room with fire-

place, living room, dining room, a coun-

try kitchen, basement, four bedrooms,

two and a half baths were too much for

us, but you said, "Future. Future. Think

about future." So I thought about the

future when 1 entered junior high and

high school, and 1 raised my hand when I

didn't understand how rectification,

amplification and oscillation worked in

explaining electrical currents or why
bromine was called bromine. I raised my
hand when I had to go to the bathroom or

if the boys in my lab group were eating

all the peanuts we had to weigh. 1 memo-

rized Xe for Zenon, At for Astatine, Pb for

Lead; postulate No. 1; the points on a line

can be paired with the real numbers in

such a way that any two points can have

zero and one; postulate No. 2: if B is

between AC then AB plus BC equals AC;

II a mis le cafe/Dans la tasse/ll a mis le laitj

Dans la tasse de cafe....

I

thought about the

future as 1 stood in front of Mr. Hughes'

geography class and recited Alabama,

Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California,

Colorado, Connecticut, Delaware, Flori-

da. ..all the states in aphabetical order

within two minutes followed by roaring

laughter and applause from my class-

mates who were easily amused.

When future, future, future finally

came, the walls of our house were too

close together, the ceilings weren't high

enough, the floors weren't low enough,

and I needed more bedrooms.

Across the street Mrs. Goode's dogs

panted, barked, and jingled the fence. The

crickets were going mad, and birds

screamed at each other. Mrs. Cutler's

high heels tapped c]uickly against the

sidewalk. Mrs. Winehart's car wouldn't

start. The phone next door rang. The lawn

mower roared. When the wind blew, the

screen of my window rattled.

1 went downstairs to prepare your tea.

As 1 waited for the water to boil, 1 shut

my eyes tight. But the mahogany book-

case you built when I entered college, the

television case for which you handcarved

the legs, the pine coffee table with the

drawers that took weeks to make, the

kitchen cabinets you stained, the round

breakfast table you made me stand on

when you cut out its top, the hardwood

floors you laid in the family room, and

the oyster white kitchen walls you paint-

ed stared at me, even behind my closed

lids. 1 could let the water boil and all this

wood go up in flames.

Light came from underneath your

door. 1 put down the tray, knocked, and

slowly turned the handle when I didn't

hear your usual, "Lfh." On my hands and

knees, 1 slid the tray into your room.

You had already spread your quilt out

on the middle of the floor. Your box of a

pillow on the right side. Bare windows.

Empty walls except for the photograph of

Mofher's blurry face tacked above the

breakfast-in-bed table you pushed to one

corner. 1 could never make out what she

looked like in that picture. Her hair blew

in her face, and she looked like she was

shaking her head. No. No. Like she didn't

want to be photographed with all those

pigeons. A tape player and a digital clock

on top of the same table. Underneath, a

shoebox of tapes. A pile of three red floor

mats in the opposite corner. You sat

under the window and fanned yourself.

"Open the window if you're hot," 1 said.

'Too mucli noise outside." You lifted your

chin and asked, "What tea did you make?"

"You know, the usual. Sullok tea."

"I thought you make ginseng with

honey."

"Why would 1 make ginseng?" You

reached over for the tray and pulled it to

the edge of your quilt.
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"Because you want to say something

important to me." You said it slowly.

You wanted to get all the words in the

right order.

With legs crossed and hands folded,

you sat in the center of your quilt and

waited for me to tell you. 1 wanted to

pour your tea and join you, but I

remained on the wood of your floor near

the door.

In Korean you asked, "AJm Joo-yah,

what is it?"

I wanted to tell you that I had forgot-

ten how the Chilseok story went. That I

needed you to tell me about the princess-

weaver and her lover, the cowherder,

who met at the bank of the River of Heav-

en every year. How was it that they fell in

love? Why did the king separate them?

How is it that they meet every year?

Or that I had written a story about

your first visit to your mother's grave.

Fake pink azaleas in a tin can in front of

the tombstone. That I had gotten every-

thing down. Your pouring soju on the

mound. Your peeling a banana and leav-

ing it there for her to eat. Your pulling the

weeds off the mound and saying a prayer

about how you wanted to be good. Your

finishing your prayer and getting up to

go, thinking that she would never have

known if you had come or gone. Your

picking up the banana and eating it. And
on your way out, your thinking about

how your mother died. About how your

father never took her to the hospital. If

they had opened her stomach, they

would have seen the disease. And she

would have lived another year. I wanted

to tell you that I had gotten everything

down. Even the rose bushes that grew

like vines on the gate. The fields of rice.

The woman who carried a tub of cabbage

on her head. The other one who fished for

anchovies along the ditch in her rubber

gloves. And that I had ended the story

with you walking past the two women,
leaving the graveyard, and thinking about

how you didn't have enough wons to buy

the dog soup at the end of the road.

Instead, in my best Korean I said,

"Abba, I can't stay here any longer."

You reached over, poured the tea, and

sipped it. Your gold caps sparkled from

the corners of your smile. You placed

your cup on the wooden saucer and rest-

ed your head on your pillow. I opened

your closet, pulled out the light blue blan-

ket with the butterfly patterns, and

spread it out over you.

"Aim Joo-yah, I don't need a blanket

tonight. It's hot."

"Abba, I'm sorry."

"It's all right. I'm not going to die from

the heat."

I folded the blanket away from you

and left it at your feet.

"Aim ]oo-yah, leave the tea when you go.

"7 know."

About the Author

"I hope I can make a living writing fiction.
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B.A. '92, M.F.A. '96.
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Katherine Anne Porter Award for Creative

Writing, is now the closing chapter of a book
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Wlwse Mother Left in a'Cab Called Reliable, the

manuscript is under consideration by a New
York agent.
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native Pusan, South Korea, for the first time in

20 years. It was an uneasy reunion. She discov-

ered that her perceived memories of a country
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er, is still a vivid memory. While living in the basement of someone else's home
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Through successive narrative short stories, woven together into a single enti-

ty, Kim balances the traditions she and her family left in South Korea with their

American life. Admitting that her work is largely autobiographical, as Kim

explains, "Calling it fiction is just a way of protecting yourself and your family

from exposure."

For encouraging her to explore her craft, Kim credits the support of four

English department mentors—Joyce Kornblatt, Jack Salamanca, John Auchard

and Reginald McKnight. She, too, would like an academic career one day, but

knows that she must be published first. For now, Kim finds reward volunteering

at the Whitman-Walker Clinic in D.C., where she facilitates a creative writing

workshop for people living with AIDS.
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Mix a 367,000-gallon tank of

water, a leader with a sense
of humor and a group of

incredibly talented students

with some very late nights,

and you’ll get the university’s

Space Systems Laboratory.

What you’ll also get are some
of the most advanced space
technologies on the planet.

story by Joe Sugarman

photos by John T. Consoli
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On the north

side of campus,

in a small office

cluttered with

papers and empty

cookie boxes, sits David

Akin, director of the uni-

versity's Space Systems Labo-

ratory (SSL). Though Akin is 42,

he prefers that the lab's students

consider him a colleague. He asks

that they call him Dave. So will we.

Dave is wearing a T-shirt—something about plunging 11,000

feet down the side of a snow-covered mountain—a souvenir

from a recent vacation. He says he needed some time off. Says

he has a lab, not a life. Take your work home, do you, Dave?

"Who goes home?" he says.

When Dave arrived at the University of Maryland in 1990

from an assistant professorship at M.I.T., he brought with him

more than his work ethic and reputation as an expert in space

robotics. He brought with him the entire Space Systems Lab, a

leading-edge research facility designed to help guide the coun-

try's space program into the next century. When NASA funded

the construction of a neutral buoyancy tank two years later, it

became the only such facility on a university campus.

The tank and its 367,000 gallons sit just outside of Dave's

office. A cool blue circle 50-feet wide and 25-feet deep—it could

be one of the world's largest out-of-ground swimming pools.

It's called a neutral buoyancy tank because it's used to simulate

the microgravity environment of space. Under the influence of

Earth's gravity, swimming underwater is the closest thing to the

ballet of a space walk. In water, spacecraft substitute propellers

for rocket thrusters and SCUBA equipment takes the place of

space suits.

Since its arrival, the lab has provided 50-or-so graduate and

undergraduate students each year with a one-of-a-kind research

opportunity and a chance to design what other universities' stu-

dents only read about in class. Under the supervision of Dave

and seven staff members, students design, fabricate and test the

latest in space robotics and explore the effects of working in

space on human beings.

"It's an absolutely world-class facility," says David Lavery,

robotics program manager at NASA and the lab's primary contact

with the space agency. "The capabilities they have demonstrat-

ed—both in research and in the type of technology they've been

turning out—is not duplicated anywhere else in the world.

There's an esprit de corps I've seen in very few other places."

It's a working environment perhaps best witnessed before a

tight deadline with NASA or an important conference. In the

wee hours, the Pop Tarts start popping and the Coca-Cola flows

freely like data through a fiber-optic cable. The tradition has

spawned the official SSL motto now printed on lab T-shirts:

"Space Systems Laboratory: Inventing the Technology of

Tomorrow Sometime Late Tonight."

When students finally must sleep, they scramble for the

couch or crash on the industrial carpet beneath the control pan-

els. A mounted camera once allowed students to log onto a local

computer site to see if the couch was free. Word gof out and

people around the world signed on, tying up the system.

Dave sees the late hours as part of the real-world experience

the lab provides. "To be crunching as a team, sharing triumphs

and pain," he says. "Working hard to the last minute. That's

what good engineers do."

A few years ago, Dave learned of a NASA-sponsored com-

petition open to college students to build a mock-up spacecraft.

"Don't you want to participate in that?" a colleague asked him.

"Why would we do that?" Dave replied. "We're building real

spacecraft."

Looking back on his comment, Dave says he might have

sounded egotistical, but, frankly, he says, leaning back in his

chair, hands behind his head, "It's true."

,JEAIMI\/IAFC

On the deck beside the pool is where much of the lab's work

takes place. Joe Graves, a master's candidate in aerospace engi-

neering, is hunkered over the torso of Ranger, an 8-foot, 2,000-

pound robot designed to service satellites. Its arms are off and

lying by its side like a toy that's been broken by a temperamen-

tal 5-year-old. The smell of Chinese food mingles with chlorine.

Lunchtime.

Graves says the problem lies in Ranger's IMU or inertial

measurement unit. He points to a silver metal box the size of a

half gallon container of ice cream. (Something about Graves

—

his buzz cut or obvious enthusiasm for his work—harkens back

to the space program of the late '60s. Picture Tom Hanks in

Apollo 13.) "The IMU acts as the robot's inner ear," he says. "It

lets the brain know how fast the robot is spinning in space."

Without the device functioning correctly. Ranger would stum-

ble around, dizzy, making it nearly impossible to control.

The team has only 18 months to get the bugs out. Then it will

be proving time. The current plan calls for Ranger to launch into
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space in late 1997 from Cape Canaveral and be controlled by

students from the lab. That robot will be Ranger TFX (telerobot-

ic flight experiment); the Ranger with the faulty IMU is the neu-

tral buoyancy tank equivalent to TFX. During the space mission.

Ranger NBV (neutral buoyancy vehicle) will mimic TFX's exact

movements in the tank. If anything goes wrong in space, lab

staff will have a mirror copy with which to explore solutions.

Nearby, Jean Marc Henriette, a senior, has Ranger's innards

hooked to what looks like an EKG machine. "Uh-oh, we've got

flatline," he quips. Henriette specializes in the complicated mess

of wires that constitutes the guts of Ranger's manipulator arms.

He wrote the software and put together the minicomputers in

each of its appendages. Looks confusing. Apparently, others

agree. "People with degrees in electrical engineering

come by and can't figure out what the heck Tm doing,"

he says.

Ranger is more than just a new technology. It repre-

sents an entirely new way for NASA to conduct busi-

ness, one that could save the space program—and tax-

payers—millions. As the coordinating team, the

university is not required to test each part of Ranger with

the exactitude NASA normally demands. Its parts are

cheaper; its mounds of paperwork reduced. But how
much cheaper?

NASA's Lavery says if the space agency built a compa-

rable robot adhering to their strict standards, it would cost

more than $100 million to produce. By having the SSL act

as the lead facility, NASA will spend only $6 to $8 million.

"I can afford to have Ranger not work two or three times,"

Lavery says. "And we'd still be coming out ahead."

But the folks at SSL expect the mission to succeed. Once

in orbit 900 miles above Earth, students will put Ranger

through test routines meant to simulate orbital satellite

repair. A camera mounted on one of Ranger's four arms

will feed back live video to Maryland. If everything goes

right, people around the world will be able to see through

Ranger's eyes via the World Wide Web. Plans call for stu-

dents at selected high schools to have a chance to control the

robot in space—after the 30-day primary mission is over and

before Ranger succumbs to Earth's atmosphere.

For now, crunchtime approaches. An upcoming event

has all the lab's robots scheduled for a demonstration.

Graves and Henriette and the rest of the 25 students who
work on Ranger will be in for some late nights. They don't

seem to mind, though; complete devotion comes with the

territory.

"Let's just say, we work way more than a full-time job,"

says Graves. "But it's not really a job, it's a dream."

And nobody thinks about quitting time during a dream.

When in doubt, estimate.

In an emergency, guess.

But be sure to go back

and clean up the mess
when the real numbers
come along.
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that results is something between Sid Vicious and

Jacques Cousteau. Laughter erupts around the

room. Dave shares an interesting observation: "You

know, it's kind of like taking a cold shower while

keeping dry."

Wearing a real space suit is something like being on

the inside of an inflated tire. Arms, legs and body are

restricted in an environment meant to protect, not neces-

sarily to facilitate movement.

Anecdotal evidence has suggested that astronauts have

an especially tiring time working in the stiff, jointless space

suit gloves. Tired hands could become an important issue as

the amount of time astronauts spend outside spacecrafts could

jump from 35 hours per year to more than 400 hours with the

advent of the space station.

The problem is that "astronauts won't admit they're tired,"

says Claudia Ranniger, who's working on a dual M.D./Ph.D.

"Astronauts are heroes. And God forbid they get dropped from

the next EVA (extravehicular activity) because they admit

fatigue."

So Ranniger has been developing a system that can objective-

ly measure joint angles and muscle fatigue in the hands and

forearms. It's called JAMS or Joint Angle and Muscle Signature

System. On the white inner-lining of a space suit glove, she has

sewn shiny electrical detectors that measure joint angles. Her

results, combined with those from a fiber-optic cable system

developed by colleague Beth Sorenson, will determine the most

comfortable hand positions. Muscle fatigue is monitored by

electrodes attached to contracting muscles in the forearms.

Sorenson is also working on a power-assisted glove— a kind of

robotic halfbreed—complete with a tiny motor to make hand

movements easier.

Dave anticipates the development of more human/ robotic

combinations like the motorized glove . He envisions future

astronauts looking somewhat like the Borg, a half-human, half-

machine alien race on "Star Trek," with robots on backpacks

being controlled by subtle arm gestures. Or maybe they'll

design an "astronaut in a can," a one-person spacecraft that

could repair satellites in areas of high radiation.

Dave relies on the input of his students and staff in deciding

which project the lab should pursue next. He'll tell you it's a

leadership style more like that of the erudite Capt. Jean-Luc

Picard from "Star Trek: The Next Generation," rather than the

overbearing, swashbuckling Capt. James T. Kirk from the origi-

nal series. Picard tends to lead by consensus, he says. He allows

his crew make decisions on their own. He lets them learn from

their mistakes. He considers all options and then sets forth deci-

sively. "Besides," Dave says, referring to Picard, "He's bald and

I'm balding."

guowesb^ciAijdia
Space suits cost a lot of money. The standard white with the

American flag patch will set you back about $5 million. NASA
charges $8,000 a day just for upkeep. What's needed for every-

day microgravity simulations is a suit with all the traditional

trappings—vacuum pressure, elaborate cooling system, thick

insulation— that's cheaper and more efficient.

Leave it to the folks at the SSL.

"We started by wrapping Dave in Saran Wrap," says Alice

Liu, a senior in aerospace engineering. Then she and her co-

workers shaped a plaster cast of Dave's torso and covered it with

20 layers of green fiberglass. Next, they'll attach a bubble of glass

to form its head. When the suit is finished it will look pretty

close to the Buzz Lightyear character from the movie Toy Story.

The project is called MARS (Maryland Advanced Research/

Simulation Suit) and it's part of the "human factors" research

conducted at the lab. Human factors work emphasizes the

effects of space and neutral buoyancy environments on the

human body. Although a graduate student oversees the MARS
project, undergrads designed and produced the suit. Most of the

suit will be fabricated in the lab's shop. It's this hands-on expe-

rience— from design to production— that makes the SSL an

ideal training ground for future engineers.

The team meets every Tuesday night to discuss progress.

Tonight, Greg Holden, a senior in aerospace engineering, has

just finished cutting hundreds of tiny holes in an ordinary wet

suit with his Swiss Army knife, and has threaded what looks

like hundreds of yards of aquarium-hose tubing inside. "The job

was as tedious as it looks," he says.

Through the tubing in this inner suit, cool water will be

pumped to keep the underwater astronaut at a comfortable tem-

perature beneath the heavy fiberglass shroud.

Dave gets to try on the mutilated wet suit first. The image

t

i

I
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Here's the situation: your brand new communications satellite

goes on the fritz. You could just bawl out the engineers and eat

the $300 million. Or you could send in the little guy— a small

space tugboat about the size of an office copying machine— to

tow the satellite to a space station for a quick fix. Introducing

MPOD, Multimode Proximity Operations Device.

MPOD is in the huge water tank, being piloted by Glen Hen-

shaw, a master's student in aerospace engineering. He's testing

a new algorithm developed by Rob Sanner, the only other facul-

ty member assigned to the SSL besides Dave. Sanner has pro-

grammed MPOD with a neural network, a system designed to

allow its computer to learn how to compensate for water drag,

and to fire its propellers independently in order to steady the

craft. Henshaw asks if I'd like a crack at the controls, which he

tells me are the same as those used on the space shuttle. My
mind recalls boyhood astronaut dreams and 1 gladly take a seat

in front of the joysticks.

"Move the left one forward to control translation or linear

acceleration," he says. "The one on your right controls rotation."

1 have no idea what he means, but 1 take the helm anyway. 1

make a few tentative moves and then put MPOD's bubble-like

body and docking-probe nose into a forward tumble.

"Uh, you should probably try not to do that,"

Henshaw says.

There is never a

single right solution.

There are always
multiple wrong
ones, though.

MPOD has been around the SSL for 12 years, making it the

second oldest vehicle after BAT (Beam Assembly Teleoperator).

After 12 years, MPOD's systems lack the cutting-edge glamour

of Ranger, so it gets hand-me-downs: a power regulator here, a

module control thruster there. "One sign of a good engineer is

that you steal from the best," says Henshaw, quoting Dave.

"Don't design something if it's already been designed."

MPOD itself is a hand-me-down. Henshaw assumed the role

of lead engineer after Phil Churchill earned his M.S. and joined

the SSL staff. It's an heirloom he was only too happy to accept.

"I basically begged for the job," he says. "We're the only univer-

sity that has this kind of facility and, as a consequence, we have

the opportunity to do the best research on space robotics in the

country."

Like many students who work in the lab, Henshaw's love of

space and flight and science fiction began at an early age. When
he was a child—maybe 4 or 5 years old— his family took a trip

to visit his grandparents in California. As the plane ascended,

little Glen Henshaw found himself looking doum at the clouds.

"It was the coolest thing," he recalls. From that moment on, the

highlight of the annual trip to visit grandma and grandpa was

the flight itself.

He went on to major in computer science at Brigham Young

University and acquired an interest in robotics. As a freshman,

he built a robot that walked around his dorm room. As a junior,

he designed a 4-and-a-half-foot tall hovercraft that floated a

quarter inch off the ground and was capable of transporting a

payload of several hundred pounds.

Sheepishly, 1 return control of MPOD to Henshaw. He tells

me he would like to stay in robotics, maybe work for NASA, but

his upbringing on a cattle farm in Central Virginia still lingers

as a fond memory and he yearns for open spaces. About 50

acres would do it, he says, maybe a few cows. He smiles and

looks at MPOD's less-than-stellar progress on the video moni-

tor. "1 always say, 'If this aerospace thing doesn't work out...'"
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As a child, Teresa Hunt had to be

physically pulled away from the

other-worldly attractions at the

National Air and Space Muse-

um. Now, she acts as lead

engineer on a robot once dis-

played there.

SCAMP (Supplemental

Camera and Maneuvering

Platform), is a 170-pound

robot the size of a beach-

ball. It's designed to be

the eyes of researchers

running experiments

in neutral buoyancy

tanks. There's some-

thing cute about SCAMP; it's compact,

with high-tech video cameras for eyes. It has 26 sides,

making it what SSL staff member and SCAMP creator Rob

Cohen calls an "icosahexahedron." (Did he make that up?) Six-

teen six-volt batteries power six propellers as it glides through

the water. Cohen says it's built like a Tonka truck
—"you can

run it into the walls of the tank. It's a good vehicle to learn how
to drive on."

Hunt says she could teach me to fly it like a pro in less than

half an hour. I remember my adventure at the controls of

MPOD and respectfully decline.

SCAMP has just returned from Johnson Space Center in

Houston, maneuvering underwater in that facility's neutral

buoyancy tank. The test flight marked the first time NASA has

ever used a robot with astronauts in the water. (Usually, divers

with hand-held cameras feed video images back to control;

NASA hasn't previously trusted robots interacting with astro-

nauts in $5 million space suits.) The response was fantastic.

Hunt says. SCAMP's images were much steadier than the

shaky, hand-held camera and the astronauts hardly noticed

the vehicle.

Another version of SCAMP could be returning to Johnson

soon. An enormous neutral buoyancy facility is being built to

accommodate a mock-up of the space station and the shuttle.

SSL staff estimate that four SCAMPs in this environment could

video an area covered by 24 divers.

Already, work has begun on a SCAMP II, a smaller vehicle

with a more powerful "brain." No word yet on orders from

NASA, but Hunt says, "We'd love to build it for them and ship

'em out. We'd love to."

"Posture is one of the most basic organizational activities your

body performs," says Julianne Zimmerman, a master's candi-

date in aerospace engineering. "It underlies all other motions

you perform."

But how do neutral gravity environments affect posture?

Zimmerman says that in space, where the meaning of "up"

becomes ambiguous, the body tends to seek all sorts of different

comfortable postures. An Earthbound human has a center of

gravity somewhere around his or her midsection. But "center of

gravity" means nothing in a gravityless environment. When
astronauts work attached to the space shuttle's telerobotic arm,

their feet may be above their heads, they could be bent over

backwards—any position becomes comfortable.

Zimmerman has recently returned from a week of testing in

the KC-135—dubbed the "vomit comet"— the same plane used

to film the antigravity scenes in the movie Apollo 13. To simulate

the zero gravity environment of space, the plane completes a

series of steep climbs and quick descents called parabolas. Zero

gravity occurs at nose-over and continues as the plane shoots

10,000 feet back down to Earth. Zimmerman says the feeling is

akin to being on a rollercoaster, but the sensation lasts for 18 to

25 seconds, as internal organs swap positions. The experience

stresses the body's neuromuscular system as much as a full-

day's hard labor.
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A bad design with a good
presentation is doomed
eventually. A good design

with a bad presentation is

doomed immediately.

On board, eight SSL students and staff were strapped feet-

first onto a round platform the size of a manhole cover

equipped with sensors to measure the forces and torques they

exerted while "standing" in zero gravity. Zimmerman raised

the platform to a 45-degree angle and then to 90 degrees as the

test subjects slouched in comfortable postures, arms floating in

front of them. The tests were videotaped, so differences in pos-

ture could be measured. She and Mike Pang, an undergraduate

on the project, will compare data collected during the trip with

results from a similar battery of tests in the neutral buoyancy

tank and with data from a prior space shuttle mission. The

results will hopefully offer a better understanding of how
humans control their bodies in space and also help to determine

the accuracy of neutral buoyancy simulations.

Zimmerman, a photo-buff with intense red hair, typifies the

caliber of gifted students working at the SSL. She entered M.I.T.

at age 16. Now at 28, she's waiting to hear from the Ph.D. pro-

gram at Harvard. Like most students at the SSL, she aspires to

travel in space. She keeps an old children's book called You Will

Go to the Moon on a shelf above her desk. The book was given to

her as a toddler in Lebanon, Pa. Her parents saved it and sent it

to her after she came to Maryland.

"Sure, 1 think all of us want to be astronauts," she says. "Any

engineer who doesn't want to use his own designs is probably

better off not being an engineer. Really, would you trust a car

designer who didn't drive a sports car?"

A good point. Unfortunately, NASA takes only 30-35 candi-

dates out of an applicant pool of more than 2,000 each year. Six

students at the SSL applied last year; none were accepted.

But Dave can count two SSL alumni as astronauts. Janice

Voss has flown several shuttle missions and Paul Ronney is an

alternate payload specialist on an upcoming mission. Both grad-

uated from M.I.T. when the lab was still there.

Dave is not concerned about his current students finding

jobs, if their astronaut dreams fail to materialize. More than 300

SSL alumni can be found at all levels of the aerospace industry

and at the top graduate programs in the country. One alumnus

develops satellite launch vehicles for the Naval Research Labo-

ratory. Another is working on a new kind of space suit for

NASA.

Whatever they pursue, Dave encourages former students to

stay in touch and to drop by the lab. Day or night. Chances are,

he'll be around.
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If at First You Don't

Succeed...

Science is generally a closed-

door expedition, conducted in

the lab with colleagues or

within a tight community of

collaborators across the

waves of the Internet. Only

medical breakthroughs and

new technologies make the

TV news; almost never do we
hear about the thousands of

experiments that succeed or

fail daily. Unfortunately for

Maryland physicist Dennis

Papadopoulos, the opposite

was true.

Papadopoulos' $443 mil-

lion experiment, watched and

read about by millions last

February, came to an abrupt

end when the Tethered Satel-

lite System (TSS), an attempt

to generate electrical current

in space, snapped from its

connection to the Space Shut-

tle Columbia. NASA had

hoped the experiment would

lead to a technology that

would enable future space-

craft to produce electrical

power and thrust without car-

rying heavy and expensive

chemical fuel or solar arrays.

But Papadopoulos, a prin-

cipal investigator on the team,

was successful in answering a

much older theoretical ques-

tion, originally posed by

This 1992 attempt to launch a

tethered satellite from the

Space Shuttle Atlantis resulted

in a snagged line. A 1996 effort

met with misfortune as well.

American Nobel Prize-win-

ning chemist Irving Langmuir

in 1920. Langmuir wondered

what would happen when an

object became highly charged

in a magnetic field with no

walls.

Physicists believed that

such a system should gener-

ate an electrical current in

much the same way that a

copper coil spinning around a

magnet becomes an electrical

generator. However, finding a

laboratory with no walls and

a magnetic field large enough

in which to conduct the

experiment was beyond the

science of the time. Papadop-

oulos' team deduced that

using a satellite, attached to

12 miles of copper cable the

thickness of a shoelace, in

relation to the Earth's mag-

netic field, could provide an

answer to the "Langmuir

Problem."

Papadopoulos was in his

Central Florida hotel room,

taking a break from the pro-

ceedings at Cape Canaveral,

when the remarkable series of

events took place.

In his excitement he had

slept for only 45 minutes

when he awoke and turned

on NASA Select, the space

agency's television station.

Papadopoulos watched a col-

league describe initial results

as the Italian-made satellite

was slowly reeled out from

Columbia. The system gener-

ated an increasing amount of

power, climbing from 20 volts

to 3,800 volts. "It was per-

forming wonderfully,"

Papadopoulos later told the

Washington Post, "on the

upper, optimistic scale of the

predictions."

And then something hap-

pened.

The image on the televi-

sion switched to that of shut-

tle astronaut Jeffrey Hoffman.

"The tether has broken at the

boom! The tether has bro-

ken!" he told Mission Control.

"It is going away from us!"

The half-ton satellite and

its 12-mile leash flew off like a

child's balloon, moving hun-

dreds of miles away in a few

hours.

Papadopoulos watched in

horror. "I just fell down on

the floor," he says. "The range

of emotion.. .It was like a

rollercoaster."

The mission was

Papadopoulos' second try at

the experiment. (A 1992

attempt to fly the TSS failed

due to a snag in its line.) He
remains optimistic about the

ordeal. "I look at this mission

still as one of the most gratify-

ing," he says. "In most experi-

ments, you either have great

results, unexpected results or

sometimes failure. With this

mission, it was all three."

Papadopoulos says the

Italian space agency has

already agreed to provide

another satellite if NASA
decides to undertake the

experiment for a third effort.

For the Maryland physi-

cist, like any dedicated scien-

tist, it's back to the lab. —JS
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Using Chaos to

Communicate

Although the discovery may

sound like a paradox, a uni-

versity doctoral student and

his professors think they've

come up with a way to use

chaos theory—the idea that

seemingly random and

uncontrollable events can

have tremendous impacts on

other events—to make com-

munications over long dis-

tances cheaper and more reli-

able. The discovery could

have an impact not only on

how we communicate with

each other, but possibly with

intelligent life in space.

Scott Hayes, Ph.D. '96,

who pursued his doctorate

under the guidance of Celso

Grebogi

and Edward Ott,

faculty members with the

university's Institute for Plas-

ma Research, based his theo-

ry on an apparent contradic-

tion inherent to many chaotic

systems. That is, windows of

prediction can open for short

periods of time. By applying

small, timely pulses to a

chaotically oscillating radio-

or light-wave circuit during

these pockets of opportunity,

the system's output can be

controlled. A receiver then

interprets output as a series

of the O's and I's that com-

prise digital code. However,

unlike the digitally transmitted

sig-

nals

used in

many tele-

phone sys-

tems, the

Maryland physi-

cist's method allows

information to be trans-

ferred great distances clearly

and without the use of expen

sive amplifiers.

Hayes, who works at the

U.S. Army Research Lab in

Adelphi, Md., has been

approached by several com-

University researchers have dis-

covered a way to send digital

information through controlled

chaotic systems.

panies interested in commer-

cializing the Army-patented

system for use in fiber-optic

communications. He also says

he's been contacted by the

organization SETl (Search for

Extraterrestrial Intelligence),

which believes the Maryland

physicist may have stumbled

on the preferred means used

by extraterrestrials to commu-

nicate over millions of miles.

Hayes, who believes there is

intelligent life elsewhere in

the Universe, tends to agree.

"You want to think about

what kind of technologies

another civilization would be

looking for," he says. "This

could be it. Are they going to

have a giant cellular phone in

space? Probably not."

Hayes intends to continue

working on an advanced pro-

totype of the system. Plans to

adapt the technology for use

in telephones, radio or other

means of communication are

still up in the air. Or at least

that's the idea. —JS

A Better Fly Trap

I

agnify the size of your backyard bug zapper 10-fold and

you'll have the Livestock Walk-Through Ply Trap, brainchild

of University of Maryland researcher Tom Moreland and U.S.

Department of Agriculture colleagues Lawrence Pickens and

Richard Miller. This 11 -foot tunnel, lined with electronic grids, is

the first chemical-free trap designed to eliminate the plague of flies

in barnyards and dairies.

The device has reduced horn and face fly populations up to 87

percent in recent trials. It will be manufactured and sold under a licensing agreement with

Orkin Agribusiness Services as the Fly Blocker System.

When cows enter at one end of the enclosed structure, dangling plastic strips wipe the

animal free of flies. The insects trying to escape through the open grid are electrocuted with

enough power to disintegrate them (avoiding clogged grids).

Although the contraption buzzes and sparks like a conventional bug zapper, cows don't

seem to mind once they've learned of the relief it provides. "We've observed cows go right

through on their own," says Moreland.

Flies are a major concern, not just to annoyed cows, but to farmers as well. They carry

disease and can cause a decline in an animal's weight and condition.

Flies quickly develop resistance to repellents because the insects have short life cycles

and reproduce rapidly—a problem the Maryland invention has erased. As Moreland says,

"flies will never build up an immunity to electricity."
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Material Matters

A traditional history book

includes many dates, histori-

cal figures and events, but

often neglects the everyday

culture, surroundings and

artifacts of ordinary people.

Mark Leone, a professor in

the anthropology department

of the university, has co-

written Invisible Amer-

ica: Unearthing Our

Hidden History, a

book with a

deliberately

untraditional

approach to

America's past.

"People who
are dissatisfied with

conventional, conser-

vative presentations of

American history should

know that there are land-

scapes, buildings, artifacts

and mementos that lead us to

discovering parts of American

history that have been forgot-

ten by those who believe in

the mainstream, the conven-

tional and the taken-for-

granted," says Leone.

Sections in the book

such as "Colonial

America, 1607-1780,"

"The Making of a Mass

Culture, 1865-1917,"

and "Corporate Ameri-

ca, 1918-2000," detail

different aspects of

America's culture as

found through

archaeological

remains. Essays,

contributed by

nationally known

scholars, range

from slavery to

the portrayal of

women to the

irchaeology of

McDonald's.

Leone and co-

author Neil Silberman

wanted to show that material

culture is as valid a way of

understanding America as tra-

ditional historical texts. They

also wanted to validate the

histories of those who were,

and often still are, left out of

the mainstream, such as

African Americans, immi-

grants, Native Americans,

laborers, women and children.

"The book is a coherent

way of looking at what our

economic system does to peo-

ple, how it treats

people," Leone

says. "It gives us

some under-

standing of the

world we have

lived in and the

possibility of

reform."

The authors

also see Invisible

America as an

antidote for a

national history that has

become compromised

because of controversy over

its public exhibitions.

Leone points to the

emasculation of the

recent Enola Gay pre-

sentation at the

National Air and

Space Museum as an

example. "I deplore

the way museums

have handled exhibits

in the past decade,"

says Leone. "Museums have

become so subject to a loss of

academic freedom that they

are losing their effectiveness."

Through Invisible America,

Leone demon-

strates that the

past is retriev-

able through

archaeology,

and that much

of the past,

including things

which have

been argued to

be lost, can be

found.

"The book,"

he says, "is a guidebook that

uses archaeology and standing

monuments to show you

where to go to get the rest of

American history." —BW

Clockwise from top left; Tradi-

tional Cherokee beadwork tech-

niques are still used today

(courtesy of the Cherokee His-

torical Association); early

McDonald's drive-in architec-

ture (Alan Hess); posing in a

Paradise Valley, IMev., photogra-

pher's studio (from the collec-

tion of Frederick Charles Buck-

ingham Sr.); African American

Civil War soldiers (courtesy of

the Dept, of the Army)
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Dipping into the Gene Pool

The Smog Busters

Ozone in large quantities is

good when the gas is found in

the upper atmosphere; it

blocks harmful ultraviolet

rays from the sun. But when

man-made hydrocarbons

from automobiles and nitric

oxide from belching factory

smoke stacks build up in the

lower atmosphere during hot

summer months, they cause

that unsightly and unhealthy

ozone gas known as smog.

Residents of the Baltimore-

Washington area know some-

thing about that—the region's

smog levels rank in a category

second only to Los Angeles.

What environmental scientists

aren't clear about, however, is

what happens to the smog

after it passes Maryland's

Eastern Shore and heads out

to sea.

To find out, university

meteorologist

Russ Dickerson

spent much of

last April in a

twin-engine

airplane cir-

cling the east-

ern United

States and the

North Atlantic.

From Ohio to

Bermuda, Dickerson mea-

sured the quantity of natural

ozone in the atmosphere ver-

sus ozone caused by humans.

The results will be the topic of

an upcoming paper. "If we
find that natural sources dom-

inate, then we don't have to

worry about this problem too

much," says Dickerson. "But

if anthropogenic (man-made)

sources dominate, then that's

yet another reason to try to

control the emissions of

industry."

Closer to home, Dicker-

son's departmental colleague.

Bill Ryan, has been working

on a model for predicting air

quality in the metro area.

Ryan's predictive models

were particularly useful dur-

ing the sweltering heat of July

1995 when he was able to

alert scientists and federal

and state governments to the

region's worst smog levels

since 1988. Officials were able

to respond with an early

warning to people at risk for

poor air quality, especially

those with asthma and the

elderly.

Ryan and Dickerson have

been using computer models

to come up with scenarios by

which state officials might be

able to prevent such ozone

episodes at a

minimal cost,

including for-

bidding people

to mow their

lawns or drive

cars on particu-

larly bad days.

Ironically,

Dickerson

drives a gas-

guzzling 1970 Buick. Howev-

er, he's quick to point out he

rides a bicycle to work most

days and lets the old behe-

moth sit in the garage. "It's

more than 26 years old and

has less than 100,000 miles on

it," he says. "If everyone

drove that little, we wouldn't

have an air pollution problem

now." —js

Baseball Hall of Earner Rod Carew made a public appeal last

spring to find a bone marrow donor for his leukemia-stricken

daughter, Michelle. The plea drew more than 70,000 unsuccessful

responses. The difficulty in finding a match arose from Michelle's

unusual heritage: a father of West Indian and Panamanian ances-

try and a mother of Russian Jewish origins. Unfortunately,

Michelle passed away last April before a donor could be found.

During the search, a colleague had asked Fatimah Jackson, a

biological anthropologist at Maryland, where she thought an

appropriate donor might be discovered. Jackson, using popula-

tion surveys from the U.S. Census, located a

neighborhood on the western side of Chicago

where African Americans from Mississippi and

descendants of Eastern Euro-

pean Jews lived in close prox-

imity. She knew that many of

the forebearers of these Missis-

sippi blacks had been brought

from the West Indies as slaves.

This pool, she believed, might

have yielded a successful

donor for Michelle.

While the incident shows

the potential medical applica-

tions of Jackson's research, her

study has many other implica-

tions. Jackson explores genetic

variation and diversity in con-

temporary humans, and how
factors like diet, climate or the

environment have caused peo-

ple to "micro-evolve."

She is challenging the dogma that people can be divided into

neat racial groups. "Take the term European American—white

people," she says. "That's a social construct. People of European

descent didn't come to this country as white people. They came

as members of Germanic tribes or Irish clans. If you don't take

into account a person's genealogy, you don't really know what

you're dealing with."

Using blood samples from whites, blacks and Native Ameri-

cans from across the United States, she plans to look for genes

shared between groups, as well as genetic markers that distin-

guish a geographic area. What she expects to find is a blending

between groups—and a few surprises. "A European American

from Louisiana may have more in common with an African

American in Louisiana than with a European American in

Philadelphia," she says.

Jackson hopes her "activist scholarship" as she calls it, will not

only assist in locating potential organ donors, but will help peo-

ple understand that human beings remain separated only by a

few genetic variations. "There's only one race on this planet," she

maintains, "homo sapiens."
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Celebrating a

Legacy and a Legend

Three hundred years and

counting. As Prince George's

County celebrates its tricen-

tennial this year, the Universi-

ty of Maryland continues to

play a vital role in the coun-

ty's life, as it has for the past

140 years.

In honor of this historic

occasion, the university's Art

Gallery hosts a summer exhi-

bition, "Prince George's

County, Maryland: At Home
in History, 1696-1996," pre-

sented by the Maryland-

National Capital Park and

Planning Commission.

Through photographs, arti-

facts and even a crossword

puzzle, seven exhibits capture

the richness and diversity of a

county proud of its heritage.

As a complement. Univer-

sity Archives will present

"Calvert's Creation: History

and Development of the Uni-

versity of Maryland at College

Park," a selection of artifacts,

photographs and documents

curated by University

Archivist Anne Turkos.

The gallery will hold spe-

cial hours, June 24 through

July 25, to accommodate the

free, public exhibition. On
Mondays, Tuesdays and

Thursdays, the Art Gallery

will be open from 12 noon to 4

p.m. (closed July 4) and on

Wednesdays, from 12 noon to

8 p.m. A special Family Night,

7 to 9 p.m., is scheduled for

July 10.

On Thursday, July 25, the

university will host a Tricen-

tennial Evening as part of the

Rossborough Festival's

William Kapell International

Piano Competition. Following

a concert by world-acclaimed

Slovenian pianist Dubravka

Tomsic, the Friends of the

Maryland Summer Institute

for the Creative and Perform-

ing Arts will hold a reception

in the Art-Sociology Build-

ing's atrium.

Tomsic is regarded as a

pianist of legendary stature in

the former Yugoslavia and

Eastern Europe where she has

given more than 3,000 perfor-

mances. According to George

Moquin, director of the Ross-

borough Festival, American

audiences have only recently

been reacquainted with her

dazzling and insightful play-

ing. Although Tomsic has

appeared with major orches-

tras throughout Europe and

the United States, this recital

in Tawes Theatre will mark

her regional debut.

To obtain tickets for the

recital and other Rossborough

Festival events call 301-405-

6538. —DB

They Never Said a Word

A new theater piece, written

and directed by University of

Maryland profes-

sor Ron O'Leary,

explores what it

means to be les-

bian, gay or bisex-

ual on a college

campus—the

good and the bad.

O'Leary based

They Never Said

a Word upon

interviews with

lesbian, gay and

bisexual students and alumni

and incorporated material

from other sources, such as

the mass media, political

speeches and religious litera-

ture.

"Two themes emerged

during the interviews: isola-

tion and fear," says O'Leary.

"Most of these young people

had no one in whom to con-

fide the secret of their identity.

They never said a word."

According to William Pat-

terson, a colleague and man-

ager of University Theatre, the

title also refers to the reaction

of people to the revelation that

a friend or family member is

gay or lesbian. The playwright

heard repeatedly: "I told my
parents and 'they never said a

word.'"

The play was one of five

chosen (from a field of 200-

plus productions) for perfor-

mance this past January at the

Region II Kennedy Center

American College Theatre

Festival, held at the Universi-

ty of Buffalo. When the play

was staged at this campus last

fall, under the working title

Don't Use My Name, theater-

goers attended out of interest

in the topic, says Patterson.

Festival audiences,

on the other hand,

choose to see a

series of plays, not a

specific play. But

any reservations

about the nature of

the theme were dis-

pelled, says Patter-

son, when the audi-

ence responded

enthusiastically to

the production.

Such a response is just

what the playwright had in

mind. "One hopes this pro-

duction may shed light on the

prejudice which causes such

shadowy and frightening clos-

ets to exist," wrote O'Leary in

a program essay.

Throughout the month of

June, The}/ Never Said a Word

will have a professional run at

Theatre J in Washington, D.C.,

where the Rose Organization

will stage it with the original

cast and director. —DB

Students cast in They

Never Said a Word
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Twice as Nice: The
Williams' Scholarship

Enhanced funding for merit

and need-based scholarships

is considered a priority in the

university's five-year strategic

plan. But Walt Williams, '92,

former Terrapin basketball

star and current NBA forward

with the Miami Heat, wasn't

thinking of the big picture

when he established a schol-

arship fund in 1993. Rather,

endowing a scholarship in his

father's name was his way to

pay tribute to a man who was

not able to reap the benefits of

a college education himself.

Williams, who is believed

to be the youngest person in

university history to endow a

scholarship, hopes that his

gift will encourage other

Maryland athletes to follow

his example.

The scholarship fund is

designed to give "a worthy

and qualified young minority,

particularly an African Amer-

ican student, a chance for

higher education," said

Williams when the $125,000

scholarship fund was first

announced.

This year, Williams' wish

was doubly rewarded.

On February 10, Williams

presented 18-year-old identi-

cal twins, Sherlita and Sherita

Hawkins, with renewable

four-year scholarships as the

first recipients of the Walt

Williams Sr. Scholarship,

awarded on the basis of their

academic promise, financial

need, written essays and com-

munity service.

Although each had

received other scholarship

offers separately, the twins

wanted to share their college

experience. At the close of

their first year at Maryland,

both are pleased with their

decision. One thing is for

sure, says Sherita: "I was

blessed to have gotten the

scholarship."

—

DB

Walt Williams presents awards

to Sherita and Sherlita Hawkins.

The Shape of Things to Come

For now the Maryland Center for the Performing Arts fits on a

4-by-6-foot table in the entrance to Main Administration. The

model, dramatically lit to give a glimpse of the space within, is

but a foretaste of the expansive complex designed by the Cali-

fornia-based architectural firm of Moore Ruble Yuddel.

But in 1999, when the $107 million center opens its doors to

students of theater, music and dance at the University of Mary-

land and to audiences throughout the region, it will occupy a

site that is larger than neighboring Byrd Stadium. At 318,000

square feet, the Maryland Center for the Performing Arts is the

largest capital project undertaken by the university and by the

state of Maryland.

With the official groundbreaking ceremony on September

28, this academic and performance complex for the arts will

begin to take shape. Combining classrooms, studios, rehearsal

rooms and office space with

thoughtfully designed performance

halls, the Maryland Center for the

Performing Arts will provide a

superb environment for the study,

practice and enjoyment of the arts.

This facility, a collaborative

effort of the state of Maryland,

Prince George's County and the

university, marks a new era of

opportunity in the education of

Maryland's brightest students and

the cultural enrichment of the sur-

rounding community.
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The Rising Tide of

Women's Basketball

Women's basketball coach

Chris Weller remembers

when, as a player for Mary-

land in the mid-'60s, the

women's team didn't wear

matching uniforms. Also,

team members had to arrange

transportation to away games

individually. "We were

looked upon as more of an

extension of intramural

sports," she says.

Such was the case at

almost all colleges and uni-

versities with a women's

team not so long ago. But in

the 1990s, that paradigm is

changing. Recent years have

seen successful programs use

aggressive marketing to draw

bigger crowds. Suddenly,

women's basketball, for many
schools, is no longer a drain

on the athletic department's

budget but a bonafide money-

maker.

An enormous boost to the

sport came with the inception

of the NCAA rule. Title IX,

which required colleges and

universities to provide an

equal number of scholarships

to male and female athletes.

With more scholarship dollars

to offer, women's programs

have been able attract more

top players, and better play-

ers have led to stronger pro-

grams. Strong, winning pro-

Freshman standout Kelley Gib-

son (left) and a stepped-up mar-

keting effort helped Coach

Weller (below) to fill more seats

at women's basketball games

at Cole last season.

grams attract fans.

Although the women's

game at most schools still

does not draw as many fans

as the men's contests, atten-

dance is increasing dramati-

cally. In the 1982-83 season,

1,147,954 people attended

Division I women's basket-

ball games. In the 1994-95

season, 3,602,51
1
people

cheered on their favorite

team. The growing trend

shows little sign of letting up.

Of the top 50 women's teams

in average attendance for the

1994-95 season, 70 percent

had a higher average than the

previous year.

The scene at Maryland

games is no different. Crowds

grew by an average of almost

30 percent in 1995-96 over the

previous year. Although the

team had a disappointing

13-14 record,

5,750 fans

showed up

for the Vir-

ginia gam
the largest

crowd since

1992, when

Maryland was

ranked No. 1.

The increase in

attendance

reflects something absent

from the women's program

last year: marketing.

"Our No. 1 goal this year

was to create awareness,"

says Brad Howe, Maryland's

assistant director for sports

marketing. "There just

weren't enough people in the

area aware of women's bas-

ketball in general, and specifi-

cally, Maryland women's bas-

ketball."

Howe should know some-

thing about marketing

women's basketball. Before

coming to Maryland he

arranged promotions for the

University of Connecticut's

immensely successful pro-

gram. The 1994-95 Huskies

went undefeated and sold out

every home game two sea-

sons in a row.

To duplicate some of that

success at the gate, Howe
implemented an aggressive

marketing and advertising

schedule including a unique

program called Sporting

Geography. Each week dur-

ing the past season, 17,000

Maryland elementary and

middle school children

learned U.S. geography by

tracing the women's team on

road trips. Teachers

incorporated the pro-

gram into lesson plans

on time zones and state

locations. Howe says

students learned geog-

raphy in an interest-

ing way and "Mary-

land basketball" sunk

into the minds of

thousands of kids.

(Who go home and

influence parents!) Ter-

rapin players then visited

many of the classrooms to

speak with students and to

sign autographs.

This degree of accessibility
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to players is one aspect that

distinguishes the women's

from the men's game. Both

boys and girls feel a sense of

ownership when it comes to

the teams, says Howe. "It's

not like, 'Oh, look! It's John-

ny Rhodes!' It's more like,

'Let's go watch Kelley play

tonight,"' he says. "The idea

is to get our players in front

of the public, get them

known, so that people will

come watch them play."

As more people attend

women's games, more corpo-

rations have been using the

games to promote their prod-

ucts. Pam Holt directs the Dial

Soap Classic, a prestigious

national tournament, played

at Cole Field House last sea-

son and scheduled again next

fall. In her nearly 20-year

association with the women's

game and marketing. Holt has

seen everything from empty

stands at tournaments to

packed Final Fours. Now, she

says, corporations are finally

catching on. "Most of our con-

sumers are women," she says.

"Doing promotions through

women's basketball is a way

to reach them." She points to

companies like Reebok that

previously did not recognize

women's basketball; now,

they have former UConn star

Rebecca Lobo as a spokesper-

son.

"I think a lot of people

have no idea how good the

women are," says Holt.

The Terrapin's New Mood

I
n an effort to intimidate foes—both on the playing field

and at the cash register—the smiling Maryland Terrapin

logo has become, shall we say, "more determined." R. D.

Helt, assistant athletic director for marketing and promo-

tions, says the new look should generate additional excite-

ment for the athletics program and help spur merchandise

sales by appealing to younger

fans. The old, smiling turtle

can still be seen on some

"They only know
them from the

Olympics of the '70s

when the teams

were pretty bad. But

when people come to

the games today, they

get excited."

And that's what

Maryland and other

universities are count-

ing on. Coach Weller says the

games have evolved into

"events"—Terrapin T-shirts

are thrown into the stands

and there's always a half-time

promotion. After the game,

women sign autographs and

chat with fans.

With additional promo-

tions and some more wins

anticipated for next season, a

seat to a women's game at

Cole should be one hot ticket.

—JS

MARYLAND
TERRAPINS

hats, T-shirts and jackets, but will be slowly phased out.

The new Terp has already spurred some intimidating

discussion on campus—^both for and against. Do you pre-

fer one design over the other? Let us know by writing to

College Park magazine, 2101 Turner Bldg., College Park,

MD 20742 or e-mail us at cpmag@umdacc.umd.edu.

Results will be printed in an upcoming issue.

PHOTO BY LISA HELFERT

on the

sidelii

A Dynasty in the Making?

The women's lacrosse team

notched their second consecutive

national championship with a 10-5

win over Virginia to finish an

incredible season—make that two

seasons. The Terps have gone

undefeated the last two years, and

became the first Division 1 team to

repeat as champions. Along the

way, senior Kelly Amonte set a

new school record for points scored

in a career and broke the NCAA
record for assists.

Missing: One 1953 Sugar Bowl tro-

phy, classic leather football hel-

mets, ACC championship plaques.

University Archives is asking for

the donation of equipment, films,

memorabilia and "borrowed" tro-

phies that have made their way

from the playing fields of College

Park to dusty attics. If former play-

ers and/or their families would

like to donate Terrapin artifacts,

please contact university archivist

Anne Turkos at 301-405-9060. Items

will be exhibited at the archives in

McKeldin Library or at the Athletic

Hall of Fame in Cole Field House

so all Terp fans can enjoy Mary-

land's rich sports tradition.

Neiw Head Kicker. Alan Kirkup,

formerly head coach of Southern

Methodist University's women's

soccer team, has assumed that role

at Maryland, replacing April Hen-

richs. Kirkup's SMU team finished

1995 ranked No. 3 in the country.

Olympic-bound. Look for Mary-

land pingpong sensation Todd

Sweeris as he leads the United

States' table tennis team at this

summer's Olympics in Atlanta. His

talent must be inherited; Sweeris is

the son of Dell and Connie Sweeris,

two of the top table tennis players

of the 1970s.
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Of the 1 88 Maryland state legislators, two

dozen are bound together not by party

affiliation or ideology, but rather by a

mascot. And the Alumni Advocates, a

committee of the University of Maryland

Alumni Association, is working to

strengthen those Terrapin ties with state

government.

A core group of state dele-

gates and senators, all alumni

of the university, gathered at

President William E. Kirwan's

house on February 28 to hear

a compelling case for support-

ing their alma mater, before

heading to Cole Field House

to give a vocal boost to the

men's basketball team at a

sell-out game against Duke.

Kirwan entreated these

public servants to rally

behind Maryland as legisla-

tors in other states have done

on behalf of their flagship

universities, urging them to

be "a unified force in all mat-

ters related to the welfare of

the university." Like the Leg-

islative Hoosiers or Penn

State's Pennsylvania Forum,

Maryland's Terrapin Caucus

will offer a cohesive presence

in the state capital.

To lead this new alliance

—

which includes members

from both sides of the aisle

—

Kirwan called upon Senate

President Thomas V. "Mike"

Miller, '64, who told his fel-

low legislators, "We have an

PHOTOS BY JOHN T CONSOLI



AN HONORABLE ROSTER

obligation to protect this cam-

pus—not just its athletics but

its academic side, as well."

Miller said that such a group

can help College Park reach

its full potential as a flagship

institution, placing it in the

ranks of UNC at Chapel Hill,

the University of Wisconsin

and UCLA.

As the "top Terp," Miller

plans a new form of roll call:

inviting caucus members (all

legislators who are Maryland

alumni or former students) to

two meetings in the coming

year and asking them to join

him in touring the campus.

Although this flecigling

group witnessed Maryland's

heartstopping final-second

loss to the Blue Devils, count

on an even stronger Terrapin

Caucus returning next fall to

cheer on the Terps from their

seats in Byrd Stadium and

—

more importantly—their seats

in Annapolis. —DB

Members of the Terrapin

Caucus met recently on

campus. From left to

right are:

Thomas V. "Mike"

Miller '64

Richard A. Palumbo '63

Kenneth Holt '74

Paul S. Stull '64

Dereck Davis '89

James E. Rzepkowski '93

Tony E. Fulton '75

Twenty-four members of the

Maryland General Assembly

comprise the Terrapin Caucus.

All can be counted as gradu-

ates or former students of

the University of Maryland

at College Park.

Elizabeth Bobo, District 12B

David R. Brinkley '81, District 4A

Dereck Davis '89, District 25

John W. Derr '63, District 3

Roy P. Dyson, District 29

Adelaide C. Eckardt, District 37B

Michael J. Finipter '79, District 11

Tony E. Fulton '75, District 40

Ronald A. Guns, District 36

Kenneth Holt '74, District 6

Cheryl C. Kagan, District 17

Delores Kelley, Ph.D. '77, District 42

James M. Kelly '88, District 96

Thomas V. "Mike" Miller '64, District 27

Clarence Mitchell IV, District 44

Kenneth C. Montague Jr., District 43

Shirley Nathan-Pulliam '80, District 10

George W. Owings III, District 276

Richard A. Palumbo '63, District 22

Howard P. Rawlings, District 40

James E. Rzepkowski '93, District 32

John F. Slade '67, District 29

Paul S. Stull '64, District 4A

Larry Young, District 44
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the 18th-century palace, Cas-

tle Howard, a visit to Whitby,

a seaside resort on the North

Sea, and a visit to stately

homes such as Harewood

House and Newby Hall.

Unique to the Alumni Col-

lege trips, educational semi-

nars supplement the excur-

sions. This trip's lectures

focus on British language,

people, architecture, govern-

ment and politics, and histo-

ry. This is the fourth Alumni

College trip the Traveling

Terrapins have taken. "So far,

all the tours have been

English Lit:

A First-hand Look

"It is up there on the empty

moors with the curlews crying

that I have been able to find peace

and tranquility of mind. It is a

land of pure air, rocky streams

and hidden waterfalls."

—James Herriot

Twentieth-century author

James Herriot and 19th-centu-

ry storyteller Charles Dickens

shared a kinship to the moors

and dales of Great Britain.

This fall, the nine-day Alumni

Campus Abroad program

will explore the English

moors that have captured the

imagination of so many
British literary figures.

A highlight of the Travel-

ing Terrapin's autumn excur-

sion, September 23-October 1,

is a stay in the Old Swan

Hotel, a 200-year-old getaway

situated on more than five

acres of private gardens that

is close to all attractions in

Harrogate. It was here that

mystery writer Agatha

Christie hid away from the

world for 10 days in 1926.

After the largest national

police search of its time, she

was discovered staying there

under an assumed name.

Harrogate, located in

North Yorkshire, England's

largest county, prides itself as

being Britain's

floral resort by

virtue of its

many public

parks and gar-

dens. The Stray,

more than 200

acres of rolling

green which sur-

rounds Harrogate,

is protected by

ancient law to

ensure that resi-

dents and visitors

always have access

to the lawns.

The trip

includes a visit to

the Yorkshire

moors and dales in

England's northeast

corner whose land-

scape has been

captured through

the works of the

Bronte sisters,

chief among them

the great romantic

novel, Wuthering

Heights. Tour-

goers will also

visit Haworth,

home of the Bron-

te sisters.

A day trip to

York includes a

tour of the Min-

ster, the largest

medieval church

in England and

one of the largest north of the

Alps. York, founded in 71

A.D. as a Roman fortress, is

circled by town walls, some

three miles in length.

Other traveling adventures

include an old steam train

ride through the scenic

moors, a tour of

extremely successful," says

Laura Siegal, Director of Spe-

cial Alumni Programs.

"They're great for people

interested in continuing their

educations."

To learn more about the

Alumni College in Great

Britain or any of the other

trips offered by the University

of Maryland Alumni Associa-

tion, call 301-405-4678 or 800-
!

336-8627. —BW I

Clockwise from top left: The

inspiring view at North York

Moors; the gardens of Harro-

gate in full bloom; and the foun- i

tains at Yorkshire Abbey
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ClASS'NOIfS

i

Our apologies to Harry R. Hughes (left), and Harry Tex Hughes

(right), both Class of '49. It seems that in the Winter '96 issue of

College Park, the announcement of former Maryland governor

Harry R. Hughes' appointment to the university's governing

board in July 1995 included a yearbook photo of the wrong

Harry Hughes. Our mistake was pointed out to us by fellow

classmate, Joan Broglio. Although our photo editor insists there's

an uncanny resemblance, we'll let our readers be the judge.

Michael Ryan, ARHU, is a vocal

soloist with the United States Marine

Band. He has been a soloist at White

House dinners and is a featured per-

former in the annual musical produc-

tions of both Washington's Gridiron

Club and the Military Order of the

Carabo.

Not Any Tom, Dick or Harry

William M. Burnett,

CMPS, is senior vice

president of technolo-

gy development for

the Gas Research

Institute (GRl). His

responsibilities

include planning GRl's research and

development program, and managing

technology development in end use,

transmission and distribution, supply,

environment and safety, and basic

research.

Key

AGRI = College of Agriculture

ARCH = School of Architecture

ARHU = College of Arts &
Humanities

BMGT = College of Business &
Management

BSOS = College of Behavioral &
Social Sciences

CLIS = College of Library

& Information Services

CMPS = College of Computer,

Mathematical, & Physical

Sciences

EDUC = College of Education

ENGR = College of Engineering

GRAD = Graduate School

HUEC = College of Human Ecology

JOUR = College of Journalism

LFSC = College of Life Sciences

PERH = College of Physical

Education, Recreation,

& Health

PUAF = School of Public Affairs

UGS = Undergraduate Studies

Ann Miller Morin, EDUC, recently

compiled 15 life histories of women in

the Foreign Service in her book. Her

Excellency: An Oral History of American

Women Ambassadors. Her husband is a

retired Foreign Services officer and for

31 years the Morins lived all over the

world, during which time Ann Morin

taught in American schools in Paris,

France and Kobe, Japan and served as

principal at American International

schools in Baghdad and Algiers.

'63
Michael L. Kerley, A&S, was named

senior vice president of government

affairs of the National Association of

Life Underwriters (NALU). His

responsibilities include NALU's feder-

al legislative, regulatory and political

affairs.

Tony Matulonis, EDUC, received an

"Outstanding Teacher Award" for

1994-95 at Carroll Community College

in Maryland. He is an instructor of

construction blueprint reading and has

taught at Carroll Community since

1988.

'66
William A. Leasure

Jr., ENGR, became

the executive director

of the Truck Manu-

facturers Association

in Washington, D.C.

He previously worked for the U.S.

Department of Transportation.

William Gasser, A&S, M.A., Ph.D. '55,

was honored by Quincy University in

Illinois with the rank of Professor

Emeritus in Chemistry.

'53
Stan Rubenstein,

A&S, has been

appointed public

relations chair for

the United States

Maccabiah Team.

The U.S. Maccabiah

Team is sponsored

by Maccabi USA/Sports for Israel, a

nonprofit organization that seeks to

enrich the lives of Jewish youths in the

United States, Israel and throughout

the Diaspora through athletic, cultural

and educational programs. The team

will compete at the 15th World Mac-

cabiah Games scheduled for July 1997

in Israel.

'54
William Offutt,

A&S, wrote Bethes-

da—A Social History,

a history of his home
town, Bethesda, Md.,

from its beginnings

through 1945. Arthur M. Monty Ahalt, AGRI, was

awarded the American Bar Associa-

tion's 1996 Isidore Starr Award for

Excellence in Law-Related Education

at the 1996 National Law-Related

Education Leadership seminar spon-

sored by the American Bar Association

Special Committee on Youth Educa-

tion for Citizenship. Ahalt, a member
of the Alumni Association Board of Gov-

ernors, has been a judge in

the Circuit Court, Sev-

enth Judicial Circuit

(serving Prince

George's County,

Md.) since 1982.

Melvin E. Lefkowitz, A&S, joined the

Washington, D.C., office of the law

firm of Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP.

David Lemnah, PERH, was named
teacher of the year for 1995 at Swans-

boro Elementary in North Carolina

where he is a physical education

teacher.

Joan W. Patterson, HUEC, was select-

ed to appear in the 1996-97 National

Directory of Who's Who in Executives

& Professionals and Who's Who in

the East.
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Dennis R. Wraase,

BMGT, will be senior

vice president for the

Constellation Energy

Corporation, the new

company to be creat-

ed by the merger of

Potomac Electric

Power Company and Baltimore Cas

and Electric Company planned for 1997.

'67
Ronald W. Lowman,

ENCR, will be vice

president of fossil

energy for the Con-

stellation Energy

Corporation, the new
company to be created by the merger

of Potomac Electric Power Company
and Baltimore Cas and Electric Com-
pany planned for 1997.

Anthony S. Macerollo, EDUC, will be

vice president of human resources for

the Constellation Energy Corporation,

the new company to be created by the

merger of Potomac Electric Power

Company and Baltimore Cas and Elec-

tric Company planned for 1997.

Janice Mostow, EDUC, was named
principal at Bethesda-Chevy Chase

High School in Montgomery County,

Md.

Joseph A. Spatola, A&S, M.S. '70,

Ph.D. '79, was appointed deputy exec-

utive director of the Union County

Utilities Authority in New Jersey.

Allan H. Terl, A&S, was elected to an

at-large seat on the American Civil

Liberties Union National Board of

Directors. He chairs the Broward

County HIV Health Services Planning

Council and the Advisory Council for

Advocates for Sound AIDS Policy in

Florida. Terl was the 1994 Broward

Crand Marshall for the PRIDE Parade

and has also been honored by the Dol-

phin Democratic Club, Cays United to

Attack Repression and Discrimination,

and the Florida AIDS Action Council.

'68
Allen E. Flower, BMCT, was named
vice president and chief financial offi-

cer of COMSAT Corporation in

Bethesda, Md. COMSAT Corporation

is a global provider of communica-

tions and entertainment products and

services.

Michael Olesker, BMCT, wrote

Michael Olesker’s Baltimore: If You Live

Here, You're Home, a collection of

humorous and poignant newspaper

columns which appeared in the Balti-

more Suit and the Neivs American over

the last two decades. Since 1983,

Olesker has been a nightly commenta-

tor for WJZ-TV's "Eyewitness News."

Earl Page, A&S, was promoted to pro-

fessor of history/sociology at

Northampton Community College in

Bethlehem, Pa.

Michael J. Rawl, ARHU, is the execu-

tive director of the Chester County

Community Foundation in Pennsyl-

vania.

B. Joseph Shelley, ENCR, is president

of the Insurance Services Office Inc.'s

nonprofit subsidiary. Commercial Risk

Services. Based in Parsippany, N.J.,

Commercial Risk Services provides

property/casualty insurers with risk

and underwriting information about

specific properties.

'69
Andrew Chisholm, A&S, a professor

of criminal justice at the University of

South Carolina, completed an 18-

month project on the "Impact of Sub-

stance Abuse in South Carolina's Black

Communities."

David M. Churchill, ARHU, was

elected assistant vice president and

cash management product manager of

operations for Farmers & Merchants

Bank and Trust in Hagerstown, Md.

Jack R. Creenberg, BMCT, was

named vice president and director of

internal audit and management ser-

vices of the Rouse Company in

Columbia, Md.

Joseph H. Necker Jr.,

ENCR, was named
vice president and

director of engineer-

ing of the Rouse Com-
pany in Columbia,

Md. His responsibili-

ties include all civil

engineering functions associated with

the company's community develop-

ment division including the processing

of plans for approvals from federal,

state and local agencies.

70
Larry Barnes, EDUC, will be the first

principal of Oklahoma Road Middle

School in Sykesville, Md. when the

school opens this September. Current-

ly, Barnes is the principal of Mount

Airy Middle School.

Kathleen Galvin Johnson, GRAD,
M.A., executive director of the New
Jersey Association of Independent

Schools, will join the staff of the

National Association of Independent

Schools this summer as vice president

for institutional leadership.

71
Robert T. Gonzales, A&S, was named

president of the Maryland State Bar

Association (MSBA). He is the first

Hispanic American to become presi-

dent of the MSBA. Gonzales serves as

general counsel for Regional Manage-

ment Inc. in Baltimore.

72
Kevin I. Dennehy, A&S, is the princi-

pal of Annapolis Middle School in

Maryland. He has worked for Anne

Arundel County Schools for 23 years.

Thomas C. Foss, PUAF, was appoint-

ed the first director of technology ser-

vices for the city of Hickory, N.C.

James B. King II, BMGT, associafe

professor in cinema and photography

at Southern Illinois University at

Carbondale, received a 1996 sum-

mer teaching fellowship fo

develop a new method to teach

the core curriculum accounting

course. To enhance retention of

material, he plans to div'ide the

course into several learning seg-

ments that will allow students to

pass one segment before proceed-

ing to the next.

Donald L. Murray, BMGT, was

selected to serve as chief financial

officer for Seaward International

Inc., based in Clearbook, Va. Sea-

ward International provides a

wide range of products and ser-

vices to the marine industry,

including marine fenders and

buoys, plastic pilings and timber,

and special coatings and installa-

tion equipment. Murray is a mem-
ber of the Winchester-Frederick

County Chamber of Commerce.

73
Peter L. Hickling, BMGT, was named
a business banking officer at Sandy

Spring National Bank in Olney, Md,

His responsibilities include business

development and managing a portfo-

lio of commercial loans.

Raymond F. Maxwell Jr., ARHU, is a

training manager with Electronic Data

Systems in New Jersey, where he has

budget responsibility for $1.5 million

and a sfaff of 10.

'74
Daniel C. Barnett, BMGT, M.B.A., was

named senior vice president of

Canandaigua Wine Company and

president of its wine division, based in

Canandaigua, N.Y.

Colleen W. Bunting, HUEC, was

appointed vice president of First Vir-

ginia Card Services Inc., a subsidiary

of First Virginia Banks Inc. in Ocean

City, Md.
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Elliot K. Fishman, LFSC, is professor

of radiology and oncology af Johns

Hopkins Hospital and Medical School.

He is also director of the Johns Hop-

kins Medical Institutions Department

of Radiology Advanced Medical Imag-

ing Laboratory. Fishman is a member

of the editorial board of 15 journals

and of numerous professional organi-

zations, including the IEEE, the Radio-

logical Society of North America and

the Society of Computed Body Tomog-

raphy/MR.

Phyllis Mentzell, EDUC, M.Ed., is the

principal at Broadneck Elementary

School in Annapolis, Md.

Peter Naron, BSOS, was named coor-

dinator of workforce development

training at Essex Community College

in Baltimore County, Md. His respon-

sibilities include developing open

enrollment seminars and contract

training programs in management for

local business and industry. Naron

assists organizations in identifying

personnel training and development

needs and works with employers to

design programs to fit their needs.

Ruth Nimmo, HUEC, was appointed

head of the business and information

services department of the Johns Hop-

kins Applied Physics Laboratory in

Laurel, Md. She oversees accounting,

budget, computing, purchasing and

subcontract operations for the labora-

tory. The Applied Physics Laboratory,

a nonprofit laboratory and indepen-

dent division of the Johns Hopkins

University, conducts research and

development primarily for national

security and for nondefense projects of

national and global significance.

Rick Knapp, BMGT, was named vice

president and production manager of

the mortgage division of Sandy Spring

National Bank located in Rockville, Md.

He is responsible for increasing residen-

tial loan production through the devel-

opment of realtor-builder relationships

and expansion of Sandy Spring Bank's

loan production capabilities.

Timothy P. Lynch, BSOS, M.B.A. '78,

is the vice president of legislative

affairs at the American Trucking Asso-

ciation. He is responsible for directing

the association's legislative program

and Capitol Hill operations.

Singleton B. McAllister, BSOS, was

sworn in as general counsel of the U.S.

Agency for International Development

in January. The U.S. Agency for Inter-

national Development administers

economic and humanitarian assistance

worldwide.

Donna Young, BSOS,

is a medical illustra-

tor and an internist at

Western Pennsylva-

nia Hospital in

Bloomfield. She is

also the associate

director of West

Penn's Osteoporosis and Bone Disease

Center.

76
Michael Crews, BSOS, was awarded a

West Virginia Health Science Scholar-

ship. He was one of six students from

the West Virginia School of Osteo-

pathic Medicine to be awarded the

scholarship.

75
F. Carter Heim, BMGT, heads Heim &
Associates CPA, a firm which provides

advisors, consultants and accountants

for services such as business, personal

and estate taxes, computer instal-

lation and support,

management

and advisory

services, finan-

cial planning

and accounting,

and auditing. The

firm is located in

Annapolis, Md.

Paul O. Davis, PERH, Ph.D., is presi-

dent of ARA/Human Factors, a

research and consulting firm in

Chicago, 111.

Gloria George, JOUR, was named

executive editor of the Herald-Mail in

Hagerstown, Md.

Margaret Kline, AGRI, '79 M.S., a

research biologist with the National

Institute of Standards and Technology,

was awarded the Bronze Medal, the

highest honor given by the agency, in

recognition of her work in developing

high-accuracy standards methods of

characterizing amplified DNA.

A meditative moment on the mall in 1977

Obituaries

'28
Ralph Wilson Powers, A&S, retired

chief judge of the Seventh Judicial

Circuit of Maryland, died Jan. 21,

1996.

Powers was a member of the

Maryland House of Delegates from

1936 to 1942 and served on the House

Judiciary Committee and as chair of

the Prince George's County delega-

tion. He practiced law in Prince

George's County until his appoint-

ment to the circuit court in 1960. He
was judge of the Seventh Judicial Cir-

cuit, which includes Prince George's,

Calvert, Charles and St. Mary's coun-

ties, from 1971 until 1976 when he

retired.

Powers served in various leader-

ship positions in the American and

Maryland Bar associations. He
received the distinguished service

award from the Prince George's Bar

Association in 1980 and the distin-

guished citizenship award in 1981.

He is survived by his wife, a

daughter, a son, a sister and six

grandchildren.

'29
Arthur B. Hamilton, AGRI, M.S. '31,

died Jan. 22, 1996. He received the

Meritorious Service to Agriculture

Award from the Agriculture Alumni

Chapter in 1976 and 1988.

'33
Carroll F. Warner, AGRI, died on Jan.

27, 1996. He was retired from Mar-

riott where he had been the head of

its dairy department. He is survived

by his wife, Kathryn.

'52
Gene T. West, BMGT, a former top

executive with Consolidated Freight-

ways and a trucking industry leader,

died Nov. 28, 1995, after a long battle

with cancer.

West retired as senior vice presi-

dent of Consolidated in 1988 and in

1993 established a scholarship at the

university's College of Business and

Management in his wife's name
(Twink). He had served on the Uni-

versity of Maryland Council of Busi-

ness Management and until his death

was a member of the American Truck

Association Executive Committee. He
is survived by his wife, two sons and

four grandchildren.

'66
Owen Thomas, GRAD, Ph.D., a pro-

fessor and former chair of the univer-

sity's Department of Poultry Science

died on Dec. 12, 1995, after suffering

a cardiac arrest.

Thomas had been overseeing the

construction of the university's new

poultry science research facility in

Upper Marlboro. He was active on

the Maryland Egg Council, serving as

president in 1985-1986, director in

1987 and vice president in 1988-89. In

1994 he received the Maryland Egg

Council's Service Award for his con-

tributions to the organization, as well

as for his research and teaching

efforts at the university. He is sur-

vived by his wife, a son, a daughter, a

brother and a sister.

'68
Jack R. Lodge, ENGR, died on Dec.

23, 1995, after suffering a heart attack.

An employee at Baltimore Gas

and Electric Company for 25 years.

Lodge had just been appointed on

December 1 director of government

services for BGE's newest subsidiary.

Energy Projects & Services.

Lodge had served for five years

as BGE's director of state affairs and

previously as director of counfy

affairs. He is survived by his wife,

daughter, mother and three sisters.

79
Kevin B. Thomas, JOUR, an editorial

writer and columnist for the Baltimore

Sun, died March 20, 1996, at his

Columbia, Md., residence. While at

the university he was managing edi-

tor of the Diamondback and managing

editor of the Argus, a campus maga-

zine. He is surc'ived by his wife, a

son, a daughter, a step-daughter, his

parents and a brother.

'87
Michael W. Manning, JOUR, died

March, 4, 1996, of complications from

a bone marrow transplant at George-

town University Hospital. Manning

was a publicist at Discovery Commu-
nications Inc. in Bethesda, Md. He
was a member of Theta Chi fraternity

while at the university. He is sur-

vived by his mother and stepfather,

father and stepmother, three sisters,

two brothers and a grandfather.
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From Maryland to the Moon

William A. Longbrake, BMGT, D.B.A.,

is the chief financial officer and deputy

to the chair for finance of the Federal

Deposit Insurance Corporation.

J effrey Kluger remembers the date as if it had been his own life in danger. On April 13,

1970, CBS newsman Jules Bergman announced to the world that the Apollo 13 space-

craft had suffered a "power failure" on its way to the moon. Kluger, like the rest of the coun-

try, sat transfixed to the television, waiting—hoping that the seemingly doomed astronauts

would return to Earth. After an incredible exhibition

of NASA problem-solving and human courage, the

astronauts made it home. But in the annals of public

recall, the Apollo 13 mission would be remembered as

that "regrettable lapse between the successes of Apol-

lo 12 and 14."

Twenty years later, Kluger's job as a senior editor

at Discover magazine was in jeopardy. The publication

temporarily folded. Skittish about the future, he

thought it would be a good time to write a book. But

about what? He recalled the drama of the Apollo 13

mission, its resemblance to a Greek tragedy—a story

of great dreams, tragic failure, followed by heroic

redemption. Kluger contacted Apollo 13's comman-

der, Capt. James Lovell, and asked if he wanted to tell

his story. Lovell agreed to be the book's co-author.

Still, Kluger, who graduated from Maryland in

1976, had his doubts. "I wondered who would want to

read a book about three men who didn't land on the

moon 21 years ago," he says.

After writing only a chapter and a brief outline,

the book, to be titled Lost Moon, was optioned to

director Ron Howard's production company. As it

turned out, millions of people wanted to hear the

story: the movie scored big at the box office and was nominated for an Academy Award for

Best Picture in 1995.

Although he did not write the screenplay, Kluger served a consultant on the film and

played a cameo role as a TV science expert. "My big line was, 'This basketball is the Earth

and this softball is the moon,"' he says.

Kluger says the film was portrayed with painstaking accuracy except for an out-of-date

NASA logo and a scene when Tom Hanks, playing Lovell, separates his two fellow astro-

nauts from fighting. "The screenwriters decided, rightly so, I think, that there was a certain

amount of tension on the flight," he says. "1 didn't ask Jim about that, but Tom Hanks did.

Hanks said Jim's response was, 'I'll never tell.'"

Kluger, who continues to write the humorous "Light Elements" column monthly for Dis-

cover, jokes that he's working on a sequel to the film

—

Apollo 13.5: The Post Flight Buffet.

On a more serious note, he says movies like Apollo 13 can only help to recapture a com-

placent public's interest in NASA and space exploration in general—a venture he over-

whelmingly supports. "As a species, going over the next hill is a genetic imperative just like

eating and sleeping," he says. "To deny that we need to discover, to me, seems like the

worst kind of betrayal." —foe Sugarman

Jeffrey Kluger

77
S. Bradford Antle, BMGT, was

appointed director of Washington,

D.C., technical operations for the

Lockheed Martin corporation.

Jacqueline Blackwell, EDUC, Ph.D.,

was named vice president for infan-

cy/early childhood education for the

Association for Childhood Education

International (AGED. ACEl works with

issues concerning children from infan-

cy through adolescence. It reviews

teacher education programs in conjunc-

tion with the National Council for the

Accreditation of Teacher Education.

Rick Collin, ARHU, was named com-

munications director for the state his-

torical society of North Dakota. His

duties include managing media rela-

tions, promoting visitation to historic

sites, museums and other historic

attractions and working with the

departments of Tourism and Parks

and Recreation to help coordinate pro-

jects involving the three agencies.

Dave Coman, ARHU, was appointed

director of social services in King

George, Va.

Neil Eisner, BMGT,
was promoted to vice

president of real

estate operations at

Transeastern Proper-

ties of South Florida,

a Coral Springs land

development and

building firm. His responsibilities

include all closings, mortgaging, pub-

lic relations and product development.

Felicia Gressette, JOUR, was named

features editor of the News and Observ-

er in Raleigh, N.C. Gressette was for-

merly the food editor at the Miami Her-

ald in Florida.

Karen G. Kaplan, JOUR, was appoint-

ed director of public affairs of Solvay

Pharmaceuticals, Inc. in Mariotta, Ga.,

the U.S. pharmaceutical member com-

pany of the Solvay S.A. group of com-

panies headquartered in Brussels, Bel-

gium. Kaplan's responsibilities include

managing all external and internal

communications programs for Solvay
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William R.

Fromme, ENGR, Ph.D.,

was named vice president of strategic

planning for ARINC, based in

Annapolis. ARINC provides commu-
nications services, systems integration,

systems engineering and management

services to the world's aviation com-

munity, commercial customers and

government agencies.

Marilynn M. Larew, ARHU, Ph.D.,

wrote a book about the history of Bel

Air, Md., titled Bel Air, An Architectural

and Cultural History, 1782-1945. The

book, sponsored by the Historic Dis-

trict Commission, provides pictures,

documents and oral histories from

long-time residents.

A young fan waves the flag in

1975

Pharmaceuticals and serving as media

spokesperson for the

company.

Lee Klein, BSOS, was

appointed a city

judge of Poughkeep-

sie, N.Y., for a two-

year term.

Joel L. Klipp, PERH, '82 M.B.A., was
promoted to vice president and branch

manager at Commonwealth Land Title

Company based in Bakersfield, Calif.

His responsibilities include overseeing

company operations in Kern County.

Phillip D. Simpson, LESC, Ph.D., pub-

lished an article titled "Observations on

the Orchids Near Matagalpa,

Nicaragua" in the Jan.-Mar. 1996 issue

of Orchid Digest. The article contains

information about the plight of rare

Nicaraguan orchids, especially those

native to the rapidly disappearing tropi-

cal rain forest. Simpson is the chair of

the Department of Biology and a profes-

sor at Shepherd College in West Vir-

ginia. He has been growing orchids for

20 years and has made several botanical

trips to Nicaragua and Peru.

78
Terry Carpenter, HUEC, M.S., joined

the Flint Hills Christian School faculty

in Manhattan, Kan., as a junior and

senior high school science teacher.

Joan Leary Matthews, BSOS, was

named of counsel to the Schenectady,

N.Y., law firm of Cordon, Siegel, Mas-

tro, Mullaney, Cordon & Calvin P C.

Her concentration is in environmental

matters, as well as commercial, per-

sonal injury and general litigation.

Margaret McLaughlin, ACRI, Ph.D.,

was appointed associate director of the

Magee Women's Research Institute in

Pennsylvania. She is an associate pro-

fessor of obstetrics, gynecology and

reproductive sciences at the University

of Pittsburgh School of Medicine.

Scott Parr, BMCT, was named associ-

ate director of finance of the L&B
group in Dallas, Texas. Parr oversees

the management company accounting

and payroll departments. The L&B
group provides real estate investment

and advisory and management ser-

vices to institutional investors and

individual clients.

79
Nancy F. Krebs, HUEC, M.S., is an

assistant professor in pediatric nutri-

tion in the Department of Pediatrics at

the University of Colorado School of

Medicine, Denver. She also directs the

coordinated nutrition service at the

Children's Hospital, Denver, and runs

a pediatric nutrition referral clinic.

James S. Pula, EDUC, M.Ed., is the

dean of Metropolitan College at

Catholic University of America in

Washington, D.C.

Bruce Allen Surosky, UCS, joined the

gynecology staff at St. Joseph's Hospi-

tal in Elmira, N.Y. He is board certified

with the American Board of Obstetrics

and Cynecology and is a member of

the American Association of Cyneco-

logical Laparoscopists.

Ron Watts, JOUR, was named director

of sales and marketing for Fayetteville

Publishing Company in North Caroli-

na. Watts oversees the sales division

which includes advertising, circulation

and marketing services departments,

and the company's subsidiaries.

'80
Donald Barron, EDUC, M.Ed., was

named principal at Montgomery Vil-

lage Middle School in Montgomery

County, Md. Previously he was the

assistant principal at the school.

Michael Wayne Nicholson, EDUC,
received a doctor of philosophy

degree from the Southern Baptist The-

ological Seminary in Louisville, Ky.

His dissertation is titled A Theological

Analysis and Critique of the Postmod-

ernism Debate: Mapping the Labyrinth.

Kevin Van Eron, UCS, was named
senior vice president for member rela-

tionships, at Aid Association for

Lutherans, in Appleton, Wis.

'81
Mark Burdett, UCS, was named vice

president and director of station rela-

tions for the ABC Television Network.

Donald J. Hirsch, ENCR, was named
vice president of BDM International

Inc., headquartered in McLean, Va.

His responsibilities include the compa-

ny's enterprise network, applications

development, data and telecommuni-

cations operations and computer help

desk. BDM provides information tech-

nology, systems and services to the

public and private sector clients in the

United States and abroad.

Scott Johnson, PERH, M.A., joined

Crace Hospital in Morganton, N.C., as

executive director of preventive care

services.

Michael Mallinoff, BSOS, was named
city manager of Newport, R.l. Previ-

ously he was the city administrator for

Annapolis, Md.

Glenn Ricart, CMPS, Ph D., was

named chief technology officer of

Novell Inc., a networking software

provider based in Utah.

Ronald V. Rissell, BSOS, was elected

vice chair of the county council of

Prince George's County, Md.

'82
Jeffrey R. Abrams, LESC, joined the

staff of Eauquier Hospital in Virginia

as a physician practicing internal

medicine/ nephrology.

Craig Blorstad, BMCT, joined the

Wininger/Stolberg Group in Bloom-

ington, Ind., as director of finance.

Cyberspace Connection

The University of Maryland Alumni

Association has entered cyberspace.

Now you can send us that class

note, comment or criticism by elec-

tronic mail whenever the mood
strikes—day or night. Our e-mail address is

umcpalum@umdacc.umd.edu

We are also hard at work reconstructing our home

page on the World Wide Web. You will soon be able to

reach us via the University of Maryland's home page on

the Web, which is http://www.umcp.umd.edu
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Doran Christensen, EDUC, Ph.D., was

appointed to the Holly Center Citizens'

Advisory Board in Cambridge, Md.

Christensen is the academic dean of the

School of Education and Professional

Studies at Salisbury State University.

He is active in Rotary International, the

Salisbury Chamber of Commerce and

the Ward Foundation.

Barry J. Farber, BMGT, is the presi-

dent of Farber Training Systems Inc. in

Florham Park, N.J. He is also the

author of State of the Art Selling and

Diamond in the Rough.

Barry J. Franz, ENGR, M S., joined the

Cincinnati office of Civil & Environ-

mental Consultants Inc. as a principal

engineer/geologist. His responsibili-

ties include engineering and remedia-

tion projects. CEC provides environ-

mental and civil engineering

consulting services and has offices in

Cincinnati, Cleveland and Pittsburgh.

Jayne Latter Korolkoff, BMGT, was

promoted to vice president of finance

at Medimmune, a biotechnology com-

pany formed to develop and market

products for infectious diseases and

transplantation medicine located in

Gaithersburg, Md. Her responsibilities

include all aspects of accounting.

financial reporting and pur-

chasing.

Judy Lundmark, JOUR,

was named director of

public relations and fund

development of Calvert

Memorial Hospital in

Calvert County, Md.

Kathleen McFadden, EDUC,
joined the staff of Carroll Com-
munity College as the academic

coordinator of clinical education

for the Physical Therapist Assis-

tant Program. Her responsibilities

include coordinating clinical sites

and experiences for students enrolled

in the program.

Mario Plasencia, BSOS, joined the

staff at Calloway Gardens, Pine Moun-
tain, Ga., as director of lodging.

Eric Rock, BMGT, was chosen to be

one of 10 field producers for the open-

ing and closing ceremonies of the

Summer Olympics in Atlanta. He will

have responsibilities for about 400 cast

members. Rock owns an Atlanta-based

production company that coordinates

European tours for performing arts

groups.

Family Ties to Maryland

The Wilkinson clan can claim a baker's dozen—13 Mary-

land graduates—starting with Mom (Mary Anne), '78, fol-

lowed by seven daughters and five sons (shown here and

in College Park, Spring 1995). The Alperstein brothers, Ben,

'39, and Hotsy, '42, count at least two dozen extended fam-

ily members among the more than 160,000 University of

Maryland alumni.

If you know of, or are one of a Maryland-connected fami-

ly that can claim similar legacies, the University of Maryland

Alumni Association wants to know. Contact us by phone,

fax, e-mail or U.S. mail to tell us your tale. We want to share

it with other College Park readers in an upcoming issue.

W.R. Zimmer, PERH, Ph D., was

named vice president of Allegany

Rehab Associates, headquartered in

Cumberland, Md.

'83
Lawrence P. Adamcyzk, ARHU, M.A.,

Ph D. '90, was named assistant profes-

sor of history at La Roche College in

Greensburg, Pa.

Anne Harris, CLIS, M.L.S., was

appointed library automation coordi-

nator of Holston Academic Libraries

in Washington County, Va. She pro-

vides system management and train-

ing for library staff and users.

Carol Louise Irvine, ENGR, was

named mixed waste coordinator at the

Department of Energy's Oakland,

Calif., operations office. She is the

senior program manager for waste

management at the Stanford Linear

Accelerator Center.

David Willoughby, EDUC, was

named assistant professor and tech-

nology coordinator of the turfgrass

management program at the Ohio

State University Agricultural Techni-

cal Institute.

'84
Eliot A. Atekwana, CMPS, was one of

10 students in the nation to be award-

ed a $1,000 scholarship by the Nation-

al Association of Black Geologists and

Geophysicists. Atekwana is pursuing a

doctoral degree in geology at Western

Michigan University.

Elizabeth Blair, ARHU, was named

arts reporter/producer for WHYY-FM,
the leading public radio station in the

metropolitan Philadelphia area.

Taking a breather during the

game in 1985

Marion E. Click, JOUR, M.A., was
named director of communications at

Rockefeller University, New York

City. Her responsibilities include

supervising media relations and the

publications produced by the universi-

ty's Office of Public Affairs.

Teresa

McTigue, LFSC,

was awarded

the Bronze

Medal for outstand-

ing work with the

National Marine

Fisheries Service's

Coastal Wetlands Planning, Protection

and Restoration Act Team in the

implementation of protection and

restoration activities to benefit fish-

eries habitat in Louisiana. The Bronze

Medal is the highest honorary award

given by the Commerce Department's

National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration.

Holly Shimizu, AGRI, M.S., is the

chief horticulturist of the United States

Botanic Gardens in Washington, D.C.

'85
Martin Blank, UGS, is the associate

artistic director for the American

Jewish Theater in New Jersey.

Kate Cauley, EDUC, Ph D., was

appointed director of the Center for

Healthy Communities in Dayton, Ohio.

The center is a partnership formed by

the Dayton community, Wright State

University and Sinclair Community

College which seeks to be a force for

change in the health care of under-

served neighborhoods as well as the

education of health professions stu-

dents.

Jim H. Hields, BSOS, joined the Sub-

rogation Department of the Philadel-

phia-based law firm of Cozen &
O'Connor. His areas of practice con-

centration are civil litigation, products

liability and construction cases.

Edward J. Meros, LFSC, was named

assistant medical director for CON-
SOL Inc., a member of the CONSOL
Coal Group. He will be headquartered

in CONSOL'S general office in Upper

St. Clair, Pa.
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Wendy Whitten,

AGRl, is the creator

and author of The

Adventures ofFlumpa

and Friends, Some-

day...Someday, a 44-

page book and tape package for chil-

dren. Flumpa is a frog that speaks tor

environmental issues. Whitten's com-

pany, Ion Imagination Entertainment

Inc., is a licensor and publisher of

books and tapes, all featuring Flumpa.

'86
Natalie Cantor, BSOS, M.A., was

named director of the Mid-County

Services Center in Wheaton, Md. The

center works as a conduit between the

Montgomery County government and

residents, bringing the entire spectrum

of county government services closer

to residents living in the mid-county

area.

Andrew J. Krouse,

BMGT, was named

director of corporate

and foundation rela-

tions for the Darden

School Foundation, a

nonprofit organiza-

tion which supports the Darden Grad-

uate School of Business Administra-

tion at the University of Virginia.

Mike Lorenzen, BSOS, is the women's

gymnastics coach at the Indiana Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania.

Chris Malone, BMGT, was appointed

vice president of sports card market-

ing and external relations of Donruss

Trading Cards in Chicago.

Chris Papariello, BSOS, joined Austin

Nichols Corporation in Baltimore as

area manager covering Pennsylvania,

Delaware, Maryland, Montgomery
County and Washington, D.C.

Joel R. Spivack, BSOS, opened a gen-

eral practice law office with an empha-
sis in business and corporate law,

bankruptcy, creditor's rights and debt

collection, franchise and business

opportunities, zoning and land use,

and real estate transactions in

Voorhees, N.J. Spivack is a member of

the Cherry Hill township zoning

board of adjustment and both the New
Jersey and Pennsylvania bars. He
resides in Cherry Hill, N.J., with his

wife Lauren (maiden name: Krasner),

a 1986 graduate of the university's

College of Business and Management.

Your University of Mary-

land Alumni Association is

on its way to building one of

the best alumni associations in

the country! With more than

19,500 members and an

impressive array of benefits and

services, we’ve made great

ptogress over the past six years.

But we’ve still got a long way

to go to catch up with other

universities like North Caroli-

na—which has almost 56,000

members—and Penn State

with more than 120,000!

That’s why we’ve launched our

membership drive, “Building

the Terrapin Spirit.”

Out goal is to exceed

20,000 members by July 1996,

and we believe we can do it.

We ll be reaching out to Mary-

land alumni by hosting events

in major cities across the coun-

try, increasing communication,

and more importantly, by ask-

ing for your help. Just think, if

each of our members encour-

aged just one fellow alumnus to

join the Alumni Association

we’d almost double our goal!

So, pass this application on to a

friend or relative! You’ll be

playing a vety impottant part

in helping to build the Ter-

rapin spirit.

NMiE

DEGREE MAjOR/COLLEGE YEAR

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

PHONE

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP DUES
CH Single: $30 Cl Joint: $45

List spouse’sfull name, including given name, ifapplicable.

C My check is enclosed. Please make check payable to UMCP Alumni Association.

Please charge: Q MasterCard O VISA

AMOUNl

CREntt CARD NUMBER

CARD EXPIRATION DATE

SIGNATURE AS IT APPEARS ON CARD

LIBRARY PRIVILEGES (optional)

SOCIAt SECURm- NUMBER

SPOUSE'S SOCIAL SECURITT NUMBER

MAIL TO: University of Maryland Alumni Association, Office of

Alumni Ptograms, Rossborough Inn, College Park, MD 20742-5425,

or fax your application to 301-314-9963.

For a brochure call 301-405-4678 or 800-336-8627.
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CLASS'NOnS

Expressing the Practical in Her Poetry

N atasha Saje, Ph.D. '95, presents a problem for those who believe poets are wide-eyed

dreamers, loosely connected to the real world. Born in Munich, Germany, but raised

in the United States, she experienced much that the world has to offer before beginning

her graduate work at Maryland. She spent two years in Europe working as a secretary

and waitress in Paris, Switzerland and Stuttgart, and after completing her master's in the

Johns Hopkins University Writing Seminars, she taught English at Goucher College for

five years. Even the subject of her doctoral research, the figure of the coquette (which she

describes as "an artist who has no genre, and who
applies her art to life"), challenges the stereotypical

view of the disconnected artist.

Saje's first book of poetry. Red Under the Skin, was

selected from over 900 manuscripts to receive the Agnes

Lynch Starrett Poetry Prize by the University of Pitts-

burgh in 1993. It consists of poems that she wrote from

1988 to 1993, while she was pursuing her doctorate in

English full-time at Maryland. Many of the poems in the

collection have been published in such noted literary

journals as Antaeus, Gettysburg Review, Poetry and Vir-

ginia Quarterly Review.

Erequently, her poems deal with her own apprecia-

tion of and relationship to broader political issues which

impact upon her life. The title poem of her collection, for

example, explores the ways individuals identify them-

selves in relation to their ethnic heritage, and is set

against the background of the current conflicts in the Balkan nations: "We are each

other's country,/ we are each other's marrow:/ to be sucked for sustenance,/ depleted

by disease,/ or to grow/ richer/ and redder/ and darker."

"Tm self-conscious about identity and the fact that what I write represents a world

view," Saje says. "And I'm conscious of what I don't see also—I know that I have blind

spots."

Saje credits her educational and teaching experiences at Maryland as helping her to

develop both her critical and creative skills. "The faculty is so large that you can find

somebody who is interested in practically any mode of criticism. You can find someone

who is on your own wavelength."

Saje doesn't rest on her past laurels. After holding the position of Margaret Banister Writ-

er-in-Residence at Sweet Briar College in southern Virginia this past fall, she taught litera-

ture and writing classes for the part-time graduate division of Johns Hopkins University

and the Maryland Institute College of Art in the spring. If that weren't enough, she is contin-

uing work on her second book of poetry. "[It's! more important than the first book in terms

of making your career as a writer" she says. "I'm going to take my time on it."

By incorporating her life experiences into her artistic work, Saje continues to create

poems that express the commonalities which ground both the practical and the intellectu-

al wbrids. "I never see that dichotomy between real world and ivory tower," she asserts.

"This is the real world." —Joseph Redington

'87
Caroline Bitterwolf, EDUC, M.A., was

elected to the National Board for Pro-

fessional Teaching Standards. She is

an early adolescence/generalist

national board certified teacher at

West Park Elementary School in

Moscow, Idaho. Bitterwolf is president

of the Region ITs Idaho Education

Association and the state honor coun-

cil chairperson of the Idaho Council

International Reading Association.

Katharine A. Fowler, ARHU, opened

her own law practice in Annapolis,

Md. She handles criminal matters,

DWl cases and juvenile proceedings in

addition to small business concerns,

Matthew R. Hawes, EDUC, M.A., is

the assistant dean of campus and

residential life and director of res-

idential life at Denison University

in Granville, Ohio. His responsi-

bilities include managing and

directing all aspects of the student

residential programming,

including supervision of staff,

residence education, operations,

student discipline and future plan-

ning.

Thomas F. Militano, BSOS, opened a

general practice law office in Newton,

N.J.

Dan Schrider, BMGT, was named
manager of the business banking

department for Sandy Springs Nation-

al Bank in OIney, Md.

'88
Ross Dingman, PERH, was named
executive director of Deerfield Senior

Services, a Maryland-based provider

of senior daycare services. His

responsibilities include improving

the quality of life for the firm's mem-
bers and their caregivers and manag-

ing the daily functions of the center.

Richard L. Fixen, ENGR, was

appointed manager of Schirmer

Engineering Corporation's Los

Angeles Regional Office in El Segun-

do, Calif. Fixen is vice president of

the Southern California chapter of the

Society of Fire Protection Engineers.

Jacqueline E. Johnson, EDUC, Ph.D.,

was honored by Frostburg State Uni-

versity (B.S. '73) with the Alumni

Achievement Award. Johnson is the
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The chorus of

Baby singing in

the rain in 1991

Elena Maceyras, ARCH, was

promoted to associate in the

Washington, D.C., office

of Brennan Beer Gor-

man/Architects. She

has been with the firm for

five years and is project

architect for the extensive

renovation of the historic,

318-room Hamilton Hotel.

Craig Piercy, BSOS, was

named administrative

assistant for Rep.

Joe Knollenberg

(R-Mich). Piercy

manages fhe

office and

serves as Knol-

lenberg's staff

liaison to the

appropriations

subcommittee on

VA, HUD and inde-

pendent agencies.

executive director of Project World-

class. She is on the board of direcfors of

the University Christian Ministry Cen-

ter, Northwestern University in

Evanston, 111.

Edith Thompson,

AGRI, is the Watch-

able Wildlife Coordi-

nator for the Mary-

land Department of

Nafural Resources.

Mark R. Cannon, PUAF, was appoint-

ed executive director of the Coalition

for Student Loan Reform in Washing-

ton, D.C.

Michael Decker, PUAF, M.P.M., was

named vice president for policy analy-

sis at the Public Securities Association

in New York City. His responsibilities

include research and development of

the trade group's legislative policy

positions and for the writing and pre-

sentation of policy statements, testi-

mony before Congress, and articles

and special papers.

Noel Flamm, BSOS,

joined P.A. Leth-

bridge & Co. Com-
mercial Services in

Plantation, Ha.

Raphael O. Kollah,

LFSC, Ph.D., was promoted to the

position of senior research chemist in

the research center of PPG Industries,

Coatings and Resins Group, located in

Allison Park, Pa. Kollah is a member

of the American Chemical Society.

'90
Curtis Eichelberger, JOUR, is

employed by the Rocky Mountain News

in Denver, Colo., where he covers the

Denver Nuggets of the National Bas-

ketball Association.

Gordon Geesey, BSOS, was selected

as the 1995 Deputy of the Year by the

Frederick County, Md., sheriff's office

citizens' advisory committee.

Laurie Head, JOUR,

joined the National

Association of Real

Estate Investment

Trusts Inc. as the

association's public

relations manager.

'91
Susan Thagard, ARHU, is the planner

and coordinator for an AmeriCorps

team of five recent college graduates

who are trying to rebuild the economy

of Fayette County, Pa. The team's goal

is to encourage tourism-related her-

itage development at the National

Road State Heritage Park and the

Youghiogheny River Trail. The team is

sponsored by the United States

Department of Agriculfure Rural Busi-

ness and Cooperative Development

Service.

'92
Herman 1. Hernandez, ARCH,
received a master of architecture

degree from Yale University as well as

several grants to spend the summer in

France at the Ecole D'Art Americaines

de Fontaine-Bleau. He received second

prize for best all-around student (Prix

Marion Tournon-Branly). Currently he

is working with Ayers/Saint/Gross

on the University of Maryland Center

for the Performing Arts.

'94
Jennifer Liang, LFSC, is serving her

second year as a Peace Corps volun-

teer in the Kingdom of Tonga as a high

school science teacher of chemistry

and general sciences. Her service

began in December 1994 and will be

completed in December 1996.

Would you
like to

receive lifetime

income and
support your
university?

If you own low-yielding or

appreciated securities, then

the University of Mar>'land

Foundation Inc. Pooled Income

Fund may be for you.

With a minimum gift of $3,000

you can:

• Substantially increase

your yield

• Bypass capital gains tax on

gifts of appreciated securities

• Receive lifetime income for

\’ourself or someone else

• Receive immediate charitable

income tax deduction

• Eliminate the cost,

responsibilities, and worries of

personal investment, and

• Support the University of

Maty-land at College Park!

The Office of Planned Giving

will be pleased to send you a free,

personalized financial analysis

that will demonstrate how a con-

tribution to the Pooled Income

Fund can benefit both you and

the Universit)' of Mary land at Col-

lege Park.

For more information please contact:

Deborah A. W. Read

Director of Universin- Development

3128 Lee Building

Universin- of Man’land

College Pi-k, MD 20742

(301) 4054681 or 1-800-532-6658



Creative and
Performing Arts

Saturday, June 22
The Rossborough Festival presents

the National Orchestral Institute

Philharmonic with conductor James

Paul, Ninety of the nation's most

outstanding collegiate instrumental-

ists perform Chabrier's Danse Slav,

Copland's Appalachian Spring Suite

and Walton's Symphony No. 1. At 8:15

p.m. in Tawes Theatre. Admission

charged. For more information call

Try a Keyboard of a Different Kind

Classes in WordPerfect and Quattro Pro, Microsoft

Word and Excel, the Internet and the Web, plus other

computer topics for new and advanced users are

offered through the Computer Science Center's Peer

Training Program. Open to alumni and Golden ID stu-

dents, the classes cost $5 per session and are scheduled

weekdays from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. For recorded informa-

tion about the schedule call 301-405-2940. For more

information call 301-405-2945.

Wednesday, July 17

The Rossborough Festival presents

Backstage at the Kapell, a seminar

about the behind-the-scenes of an

international competition. At 7:30

p.m. in the Ulrich Recital Hall.

Admission charged. For more infor-

mation call 301-405-6538.

Thursday, July 18

The Rossborough Festival presents

the International William Kapell

Piano Competition preliminary

rounds. Each international contes-

tant performs a 20-minute program.

At 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. in the Tawes

Theatre. Continued on July 19 at

9:30 a.m., 2:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.,

and on July 20 at 9:30 a.m. Admis-

sion charged. For more information

call 301-405-6538.

Sunday, July 21

The Rossborough Festival presents

the International William Kapell

Piano Competition semi-final

rounds. Twelve semi-finalists per-

form one-hour programs. Continued

on July 22, July 23 and July 24. At 3

p.m. each day in the Tawes Theatre.

Admission charged. For more infor-

mation call 301-405-6538.

The Rossborough Festival presents

the International William Kapell

Piano Festival Evening Recital

Series with Misha Dichter perform-

ing works by Beethoven, Brahms and

Prokofiev. At 8:30 p.m. in the Tawes

Theatre. Admission charged. Eor

more information call 301-405-6538.

Pianist Oxana

Yablonskaya

Monday, June 24
The Art Gallery

presents Prince

George's County,

Maryland: At

Home with History,

1696-1996. (See

"Portfolio," page 46.)

For more information

call 301-405-2763.

Wednesday, June 26
The Rossborough Festival

presents the National Orchestral

Institute Philharmonic open

rehearsal. At 7:30 p.m. in Tawes The-

atre. Admission charged. For more

information call 301-405-6538.

Saturday, June 29
The Rossborough Festival presents

the National Orchestral Institute

Philharmonic with conductor Marin

Alsop. Ninety of the nation's most

outstanding collegiate instrumental-

ists perform Adams' A Short Ride in

a Fast Machine, Schumann's Sympho-

ny No. 2 and Ravel's La Valse and

Daphnis and Chloe Suite No. 2. At 8:15

p.m. in Tawes Theatre. Admission

charged. For more information call

301-405-6538.

301-405-6538.

Get in Tune!

Faculty, staff and members of

the alumni association and

their immediate family mem-
bers may purchase Summer
Activity Cards to obtain com-

plimentary tickets to selected

Rossborough Festival events.

The cards may also be used for

a variety of campus recreation-

al activities such as swimming,

aerobics and golf. The cards

are $12 and are valid for one

summer session. For more

information call 301-405-6538.
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The Rossborough Fes-

tival presents the

International

William Kapell

Piano Festival

Evening Recital

Series with Dubrav-

ka Tomsic perform-

ing works by Mozart,

Ravel and Chopin. At

8:30 p.m. in the Tawes

Theatre. Admission

charged. For more infor-

mation call 301-405-6538.

Friday, July 26
The Rossborough Festival

presents the International

William Kapell Piano Festival

Evening Recital Series with

Robert Levin performing works by

Franck, Hindemith, Mozart and

Chopin. At 8:30 p.m. in the Tawes

Theatre. Admission charged. For

more information call 301-405-6538.

Camp It Up!

Monday, July 22

The Rossborough Festival presents

the International William Kapell

Piano Festival Evening Recital

Series with Oxana Yablonskaya per-

forming works by Beethoven,

Chopin and Mussorgsky. At 8:30

p.m. in the Tawes Theatre. Admis-

sion charged. For more information

call 301-405-6538.

Tuesday, July 23

The Rossborough Festival presents

the International William Kapell

Piano Festival Evening Recital

Series with jean-Yves Thibaudet per-

forming works by Debussy and Liszt.

At 8:30 p.m. in the Tawes Theatre.

Admission charged. For more infor-

mation call 301-405-6538.

Wednesday, July 24
The Rossborough Festival presents

the International William Kapell

Piano Festival Evening Recital

Series with Susan Starr, Chin Kim
and Ulrich Boeckheler performing

works by Mozart, Ravel and Aren-

sky. At 8:30 p.m. in the Tawes The-

atre. Admission charged. For more

information call 301-405-6538.

Thursday, July 25
The Rossborough Festival pre-

sents The Friends of the

MSICPA Semi-Final Awards

Luncheon. At 11:45 p.m. at

the University College Con-

ference Center. Admission

charged. For more infor-

mation call 301-405-

6538.

Saturday, July 27

The Rossborough Festival presents

the International William Kapell

Piano Competition finals. Three

finalists engage in one final perfor-

mance with the Baltimore Symphony
Orchestra. At 7:30 p.m. in the Joseph

Meyerhoff Symphony Hall, Balti-

more. Admission charged. Bus trans-

The National Orchestral Insti-

tute Philharmonic at a 1995

rehearsal session

The university's

Art & Learning

Center is offering

a series of Sum-

mer Arts Camps
and Summer

Leadership Camps. The camps run in two-week ses-

sions from June 17 through August 23. Programs in the

Arts Camps, for children ages 8-12, include; "Science is

Everywhere," "Fine Arts Fun," "Art Safari," and "The

Creativity Zone." The leadership camps, for middle-

and high-schoolers, will emphasize community service

and self-development. Members of the Alumni Associa-

tion, faculty and staff are eligible for a discount. For

more information call 301-314-ARTS.

portation is provided from Tawes

Theatre for an additional charge. For

more information call 301-

405-6538.

Tuesday, September 17

The School of Music presents the

Guameri String Quartet Open
Rehearsal. At 5 p.m. in the Ulrich

Recital Hall, Tawes Fine Arts. Free.

For more information call 301-405-

1150.

Friday, September 20

The Artist Scholarship Benefit

Series with pianist Anne Koscielny.

At 8 p.m. in the Ulrich Recital Hall,

Tawes Fine Arts. Admission charged.

For more information call 301-405-

1150.
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HIGH AND M IGHTY
Anyone familiar with the College Park campus knows the "M." It's a meeting

place, a familiar landmark, a directional signal, a seasonal signpost. Thousands

drive, bike, skate, jog or stroll by it daily. But hovering over it in a helicopter is

a rare treat. While an aerial photographer concentrated on capturing the cam-

pus at its colorful best this May, College Park magazine's art director viewed

his alma mater's signature "M" from a somewhat different vantage point.

"This isn't a shot you normally get to take," says John Consoli, '86. "After all,

you wouldn't hire a helicopter just to get this camera angle." Consoli, who has

been focusing his lens on College Park for the past 10 years, received the

Council for Advancement and Support of Education's 1996 Gold Award for

Photographer of the Year for just such creative approaches. —DB
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Created in precious Gold for all time.

You can choose from magnificent Signet Rings in different styles for men and

women beautifully crafted in either 10 karat or 14 karat gold. And, there is a striking

Alumni Pendant in 14 karat gold with a matching chain.

From original design to careful hand-finishing, more than 60 expert jewelry

craftsmen contribute their skills to the creation of a single ArtCarved piece. Then, to

make the ring truly unique, it will be individually personalized for each alumnus.

You are entitled to special premier prices of this Alumni Signet Jewelry. The

women's ring, for instance, may be purchased for as little as $24.90 a month with no down payment using the convenient monthly install-

ment plan. If you are not entirely satisfied, it may be returned within 15 days after delivery for exchange or refund; rings will be sized to your

satisfaction at no cost during your first year of ownership. The exceptional ArtCarved warranty guarantees that your ring or pendant will be

free from defects in workmanship or materials for the life of the jewelry.

Official University of Maryland
Alumni Signet Jewelry

B y exclusive arrangement, the University of Maryland Alumni Association has

commissioned the master jewelers of ArtCarved to design its official Alumni

Signet Jewelry, which features an authentic recreation of the university's seal.

Keep the memory brilliantly alive.

You'll enjoy showing your gold Signet Ring or Alumni Pendant to friends and family, and sharing with them the memories it recalls. And

you'll prize this honored emblem of your college days...always.

FASTEST WAY TO ORDER - CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-292-4345

University of Maryland Alumni Signet Jewelry - P. O. Box 149056/Alumni Dept. Austin, Texas 78714-9056

Please commission the following University of Maryland Alumni Signet Ring(s) or Pendant(s).

RING SIZE

Free Ring Engraving. Please print clearly. (No engraving is available on the pendant.)

Must be limited to no more than 18 characters including spaces and punctuation.

Please print clearly.

Full Name Work Phone # ( ) Home Phone # ( )

Address City State Zip Code

Shipping Address City State Zip Code

I wish to pay for my Alumni Signet Jewelry as follows:

BY ENCLOSING MY CHECK FOR FULL PAYMENT, plus applicable taxes and shipping charges. Checks should be made payable to ArtCarved.

BY CHARGING THE FULL AMOUNT TO MY CREDIT CARD. Visa MasterCard American Express Discover

Full Account No. Exp. Mo. Yr. Signature

BY TAKING ADVANTAGE OF ARTCARVED'S CONVENIENT 10-PAYMENT MONTHLY INSTALLMENT PLAN.**;

Charge my credit card indicated above each month Send me a bill monthly

If you are taking advantage of the monthly installment plan, please provide the following information:

Purchaser's Social Security Number:

Former address if you have lived at your current address less than 2 years:

**Orders are subject to acceptance by ArtCarved. There is no finance charge and the total for the ten installments is equal to the single payment price. The
shipping and handling charge will be added to the first installment, and appropriate state and local taxes will be added to all monthly installments. If any
portion of any installment is unpaid, the entire balance shall, at ArtCarved's discretion, become immediately due.

Quantity Price*

Men's Signet Ring (313L) lOK Gold $299

Men's Signet Ring (313L) 14K Gold $399

Women's Signet Ring (313XS) lOK Gold $249

Women's Signet Ring (313XS) 14K Gold $299

Women's Pendant (878LP) 14K Gold $259
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